350 Modern Religious Thought (3) Major themes, issues, and thinkers of nineteenth and/or twentieth century religion. Variable content. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours.

309-310 Elementary Classical Hebrew (3.3) Basic elements of Hebrew phonology, script, morphology and syntax. Introduction to basic elements of text, form, and literary criticism.

311 Ancient Hebrew Religious Traditions (3) Development of early Jewish and early Jewish traditions with emphasis on those concerning the Exodus, Davidic kingdom, and Zion in historical, prophetic and apocalyptic material. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as Judaic Studies 311.)

312 Religious Aspects of Biblical and Classical Literature (3) Ways in which contemporary modes of literary study enhance appreciation of biblical and classical material. Ways in which the western literary tradition has been informed and recast the biblical and classical heritage. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as Judaic Studies 312.)

313 Religious Aspects of Modern Literature (3) Issues raised for religious inquiry in contemporary literature. Relation of religious and moral considerations to problems of literary analysis; relation between religious language and forms of human expression (symbol, metaphor, myth, image) identified in study of literature. Writing-emphasis course.

315 Reformation Europe, 1500-1650 (3) (Same as History 315.)

319 Sociology of Religion (3) (Same as Sociology 319.)

320 Women and Religion (3) Concepts of gender in religious traditions, religious, social and psychological dimensions of gender-related symbols (e.g., the Goddess, God the Father) that shape women’s and men’s experiences; contemporary feminist discussions of ways in which religions have liberate and oppressed women. (Same as Women’s Studies 320 and Judaic Studies 320.)

321 New Testament Origins (3) Influence of pre-Christian thought, culture and philosophy on early Christianity. Motivations and guiding concepts which led to the formation of the New Testament. Victory of the Christian message over the forces of persecution and the Constantinian settlement (311 A.D.). Writing-emphasis course. (Same as History 321.)

322 Christian Thought (3) Principal forms of Christian thought and institutions through the interpretation of representative thinkers and movements from Augustine to Hippo to Immanuel Kant. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as History 322.)

326 Images of Jesus (3) Major portrayals of Jesus Christ from the first century to the twentieth within the context of the cultural milieu which gave birth to each. Extensive use of slides, video material, recordings, and literature.

329-330 Intermediate Classical Hebrew (3.3) 329-Readings in narrative material from the Hebrew Bible. 330-Readings in poetic and prophetic material from the Hebrew Bible. Prereq: 329 or consent of instructor.

332 Classical Islam (3) Content limited to events prior to 1773 CE, focusing on the Qur’an, the Prophetic Tradition, Islamic law, Sunnism, Shi’ism, and Sufism. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as Asian Studies 332.)

333 Islam in the Modern World (3) Beginning with the Wahhabite renovation (ca 1773 CE), this course examines movements of revival and reform in modern Islam, as well as worldwide missionary activity and the growth of the Islamic community in the US. Prereq: Religious Studies 332 or consent of instructor. (Same as Asian Studies 333.)

342 Religious Ethics (3) Selected ethical theories and moral teachings of religious communities and thinkers, their action-guides for individuals and institutions, their ideological and practical applications.

344 Professional Responsibility (3) (Same as Philosophy 344 and Legal Studies 344.)

345 Bioethics (3) (Same as Philosophy 345.)

351 Introduction to Religion in the United States (3) A representative profile of religion in the United States, organized around selected focal themes or problems. Writing-emphasis course.

352 African-American Religion in United States (3) Historical and critical examination of formation and development of African-American religious thought and institutions in America. (Same as African and African-American Studies 352.)

353 Topics in African-American Religion (3) Selected figures, themes, movements, or problems in the African-American religious tradition. Variable content. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours. (Same as African and African-American Studies 353.)

355 Religion and Culture in the United States (3) Selected figures, movements, and problems in American religious life, thought, and culture from pre-colonial period to present. Prereq: 351 or consent of instructor. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as African and American Studies 355.)

370 Philosophy of Religion (3) (Same as Philosophy 370.)

373 African Religions (3) Religions of the indigenous peoples of Africa, including how myths, rites, and symbols and certain cultural and political movements in Africa have been and are being informed by religious sensibilities. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as Anthropology 373 and African-American Studies 373.)

374 Philosophy and Religion in India (3) Survey of the development of the major non-Buddhist themes of philosophical and religious thought in India. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as Philosophy 374.)

376 Buddhist Philosophy and Religion (3) Survey of the major forms of Buddhist thought and practice in Buddhist philosophy and religion in India, China, Korea, Japan, the countries of Southeast Asia, and beyond. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as Philosophy 376.)

379 Religion and Philosophy in China (3) Traditional thought and religion in China in its cultural setting as basis for understanding modern China. (Same as Philosophy 379.) Writing-emphasis course.

381 Introduction to Judaism (3) History, traditions, philosophy and religion of the Jewish people grounded in the ancient period, but includes diaspora, ethnic communities and haskalah. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as Judaic Studies 381.)

383 Religion in Japan (3) Traditional religious heritage and contemporary expressions of religion in Japan with attention to relationships of persons to nature, self-mastery and spontaneity, individual and community and secular to sacred. Writing-emphasis course.

384 Zen Buddhism (3) Historical, philosophical, and meditational aspects of Zen religion. Special emphasis on insights of emptiness, non-dualism, enlightenment and on practices of meditation and the use of the koan. Recommended Prereq: One or more of the following: 376, 379, 390.

385 Contemporary Jewish Thinkers (3) Renewal trends in Nineteenth and Twentieth-Century Judaism. Writing emphasis. May be repeated. Maximum 6 credit hours. (Same as Judaic Studies 385.)

386 Voices of the Holocaust (3) Historical underpinnings of Nazi genocides such as that of the Jewish peoples. Gypsies, and homosexuals. The economic, religious, social, and philosophical trends supporting massive genocide. (Same as Judaic Studies 386.)

389 Literature of the English Bible (3) (Same as English 389.)

405 Modern Jewish Thought (3) History, culture, and geography of the modern period of the Jewish people from 1850 to present. The founding of the modern state of Israel in 1948 and the political complexities of the Middle East. Jewish culture and literature. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Judaic Studies 405.)

411 Modern Religious Philosophies (3) Religious implications of major Western thinkers and movements from Niccolas of Cusa to the nineteenth century German Idealists. (Same as Philosophy 411.)

412 Classical Indian Systems of Philosophy: The Moksha Tradition (3) Selected writings and philosophical problems of the traditions of Samkhya, Yoga, Vedanta, Buddhism, or Jainism. Prereq: Religious Studies 370 or consent of instructor. (Same as Philosophy 412.)

415 Psychology of Religion (3) (Same as Psychology 415.)
RUSSIAN (886)

101-102 Elementary Russian (4,4) Must be taken in sequence.

199 Russian Language and World Business (3) This course will examine the importance of foreign trade at the local, state, and national levels. An interdisciplinary team of faculty from the colleges of Business and Arts and Sciences will provide an overview of the value of language study and international cultural awareness in world business. Restricted to students in the Language and World Business program. See the Director for further information. F

201-202 Intermediate Russian (4,4) Must be taken in sequence.

221 Rebels, Dreamers and Fools: The Outcast in 19th Century Russian Literature (3) Texts in English translation. No foreign language credit. Writing-emphasis course.

222 Heaven or Hell: Utopias and Dystopias in 20th Century Russian Literature (3) Texts in English translation. No foreign language credit. Writing-emphasis course.


311-312 Russian Composition and Conversation (3,3) Practice in writing and speaking; grammar review and vocabulary building. Prereq: Completion of 202.

325 Russian Film (3) A study of Russian cinema from the earliest days to the present. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as Cinema Studies 325.)

371 Martyrs, Mobs, and Madmen in Russian Culture: 988-1861 (3) Explores various aspects of Russian music, art, and literature, emphasizing violent cultural clashes that produced extreme artistic reactions. Texts in English translation. Writing-emphasis course.

372 Eros, Death and Resurrection in Modern Russian Culture (3) Examines the obsessions which underlay the intellectual and cultural ferment of 20th Century Russian music, art, and literature. Texts in English translation. Writing-emphasis course.

401-402 Advanced Grammar, Conversation, and Composition (3,3) Prereq: 312 or equivalent.

424 Nabokov’s Novels and Stories (3) An intensive course covering several novels and stories, the memoir, and some scientific writings of the prolific Russian-American author. A particular attention given to the author’s philosophical views and the contact between his science and his art. In English; readings in Russian for majors. Writing emphasis course.

430 Selected Topics in Russian Literature (3) When content varies, may be repeated for credit. Writing-emphasis course. Maximum 9 hours.

451-452 Senior Seminar (3,3) For majors in Russian; minors admitted at the discretion of the instructor. Intensive study of language, literary style, and literary criticism based on selected major novels.

490 Internship (1-15) Career-related experiences in the United States or abroad with permission of the Language & World Business Director. For Language and World Business majors only. Satisfactory/No Credit only.

491 Foreign Study (1-15)

493 Independent Study (1-15)

SAFETY (890)

400 Directed Independent Study (1-3) Individual identification and study of safety or safety education problem/issue. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. F (Same as Sociology 880.)

443 Sports and Recreational Safety (3) Accident prevention and injury control in sports activities; philosophy of sports safety; human environmental factors and interrelationships in sports injury and control; risk-taking and decision solution strategies; and contributions of sports medicine to safety. 3 hours and 2 labs. Sp

452 Safety Principles and Practices (3) An introduction to the general principles, practices, and procedures in occupational and community safety. A survey of historical and present safety issues, problems, and practices addressing safety of individuals and groups in work-site, school, community, transportation, and industrial settings. Junior/senior standing or consent of instructor. F, Su

460 Fire Risk Management (3) Provides the knowledge and skills necessary to develop, implement, and manage a comprehensive fire safety program. Incorporates basic fire protection principles, codes and regulations, fire avoidance and detection, fire extinguishing, fire alarm systems, and an exposure to basic five analysis techniques. Prereq: Senior standing or permission of instructor.

SCIENCE EDUCATION (899)

496 Teaching Science Grades 7-12 (3) Methods, materials, recent trends in science and environmental education programs for secondary schools. Prereq: Admission to Teacher Education Program. F

SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION (900)

454 Teaching Strategies and Issues in Social Studies Education (3) Goals, objectives, techniques, materials, and evaluation; directed observation in public schools; preparation of teaching plans and materials; simulated teaching experiences. Prereq: Admission to Teacher Education Program. F

SOCIAL WORK (905)

200 Introduction to Social Work (3) Emergence of the social work profession; professional mission; knowledge, skills, and values; practice settings; client groups; helping services; career patterns; practice methods. Designed to assist students to consider their ability for careers in social work.


312 Social Work Practice I (3) Knowledge, values, and skills for entry level generalist practice in a variety of settings. Social work problem solving process; different size client systems, ethnocultural values and assumptions, and the worker’s role in person-environment configuration. Concurrent skills laboratory. Prereq: Initial progression. Pre or Core: 314.


314 Human Behavior and the Social Environment (3) Interrelatedness of biological, social, cultural, environmental and psychological factors in human behavior. Personal and group assessment over the life span with special attention to diversity, impact of racism, sexism, and other socioeconomic factors. Integration of knowledge into a social work practice perspective. Prereq: Initial progression.

316 Culturally Responsive Social Work Practice (3) Social work practice with diverse populations. Variables including race, ethnicity, gender, class and sexual orientations as they relate to generalist social work practice. Students develop self-awareness of their own culture and the culture of others, acquire knowledge and understanding of the impact of oppression on diverse groups. Prereq: Initial progression.

Courses of Instruction 203

412 Social Work Practice III (3) Generalist practice with emphasis on groups and communities, including treatment theories, techniques, and issues. Prereq: Full progression. Coreq: 416 and 480.


460 Integrative Seminar (2) Social work content for entry-level professional practice and current issues influencing the profession. Includes development of a portfolio reflecting BSW competencies. Prereq: Full progression. Coreq: 480.


491 Foreign Study (1-15) Prereq: Consent of instructor.

492 Off-Campus Study (1-15) Prereq: Consent of instructor.

493 Independent Study (1-15) Prereq: Consent of instructor.

SOCIOLGY (915)

110 Social Problems and Social Change (3) Increasingly acute and widespread social problems such as alcoholism, violence, crime, inequality, lifestyle preferences, and environmental abuse within the context of social change. Assessment of control strategies.

117 Honors: Social Problems and Social Change (3) Open to University Honors students and by departmental permission to first year students with 28 or higher ACT or 1200 SAT and other students with a minimum of a 3.0 average.

120 General Sociology (3) Major concepts and theoretical approaches of sociology with emphasis on culture, socialization, social organization, and social stratification.

127 Honors: General Sociology (3) Open to University Honors students and by departmental permission to first year students with 28 or higher ACT or 1200 SAT and other students with a minimum of a 3.0 average.

232 Varieties of Religious Community (3) (Same as Religious Studies 232.)

291 Sport in American Society (3) (Same as Cultural Studies in Education 291.)

310 American Sociology (3) Institutional organization of contemporary American society with particular attention to major social values. Writing-emphasis course.

311 Family (3) Theoretical frameworks and methodological approaches; their application in the sociological study of family life.

320 Interpersonal Communication Processes (3) (Same as Speech Communication 320.)

321 Sociological Theory (3) Survey of contemporary issues and problems in sociological theory with an emphasis on their historical development and their importance today. Students are required to form critical appraisal of the topics addressed. Prereq: C+ or better in Sociology 110 or 120 or consent of instructor.

331 Sociological Research (3) Selected issues in philosophy of social science, research design, sampling, methods of data collection, and interpretation. Requires written research report. Prereq: C+ or better in Sociology 110 or 120 or consent of instructor. (Same as Legal Studies 331.)


343 Race and Ethnicity (3) Social sources of racial and ethnic cleavages and social, economic, and political consequences of race and ethnicity in the United States. (Same as African and African-American Studies 343 and American Studies 343.) Writing-emphasis course.

344 Power and Society (3) Sociological analysis of the formation and application of nation state policies. Examination of who gets what, why, and how. Emphasis on conflict resolution and the control of the state and the relative autonomy of the state.

345 Collective Behavior and Social Movements (3) Collective phenomena leading to social change. Response to disaster, popular crazes, and social protests and an examination of the functions of social movements. Emphasis on American cases. (Same as American Studies 345.)

350 Criminology (3) Systemic inquiry into alternative definitions of crime, statistical distribution of different types of crime, and responses to crime, primarily by the police.


352 Deviance and Social Control (3) Deviants, their lifestyles, social organization, and social control.

360 Environment and Resources (3) Relationship between scarcity of natural resources and changes in societal beliefs and social structure. Topics include social and physical limits to growth and collective action problems.

370 Social Psychology (3) Social psychological analysis of social behavior emphasizing its acquisition, its enactment, and its dynamic nature.

375 Gender in Society (3) Exploration of gender in sociologizing various sociological perspectives with special focus on the relationships between social structures, social roles, and gender identities. (Same as Women’s Studies 375.)

380 Rural Sociology (3) (Same as Rural Sociology 380.)

389 Off-Campus Internship (1-6) Supervised experience at an approved site. Analysis of internship experiences with the tools provided through readings and class discussions. Oral and written reports required. Prerequisite: Departmental consent and senior standing in the major.

400 Special Topics (3) Variable topics. Scope of subject matter determined by students and instructor with consent of department. Prereq: Determined by department. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours.

405 Sociology of Sport (3) Social meaning, organization, and process of sport. Prereq: 291 or consent of instructor. (Same as Cultural Studies in Education 405.)

411 Sociology of Health Care (3) Organization of health care facilities, staff-patient relationships, demographic characteristics, and prevalence of disease.

415 Sociology of Aging (3) How roles and statuses change with age in relation to the major social institutions; the impact that rapid increasing number of older people have on society, the effect of society on older people.

422 Comparative Poverty and Development (3) A critical examination of patterns of poverty and inequality in developing areas of the world, along with a review of major sociological theories which attempt to explain differences in patterns of development. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as African and African-American Studies 442.)

446 The Modern World System (3) Critical examination of the rationale, origins, and operation of the contemporary world system, its coherence, boundaries, regions, member groups, cleavages, and patterns of conflict. Analysis of who gets what, when, why, and how the global political economy. Writing-emphasis course.

451 Criminal Justice (3) A critical assessment of the criminal justice apparatus and its components. Brief examination of the police, with most of the emphasis on the forms and content of institutions and programs such as the prison, probation, and parole. Analysis of their operation and impacts. Prerequisite: 350 recommended. (Same as Legal Studies 451.)

455 Sociology and Law (3) How laws and legal processes are affected by social change, the social impact of legal sanctions, relations between law and social justice. Writing-emphasis course. (Same as Legal Studies 455.)

459 White-Collar Crime (3) The distinctive nature and dynamics of white-collar crime, victims and costs of white-collar crime, organizations as white-collar offenders, causal theories, and the dynamics of responses to white-collar crime by private and public parties.

462 Population (3) Demographic factors and social structure; trends in fertility, mortality, population growth, migration, distribution, and composition; population policy.

464 Urban Ecology (3) The relation of humans to their urban environment with emphasis on conservation and the use of appropriate technology. (Same as Urban Studies 464.)

465 Social Values and the Environment (3) Human dimensions of ecosystem management and public policy. An applied focus on how social values are activated within specific biophysical and social settings. Prereq: 110 or 120 or consent of instructor.

471 Sociolinguistics (3) (Same as English 471 and Linguistics 471.)

491 Foreign Study (1-15) Prereq: Advance departmental approval of number of hours and topics. May be repeated. Maximum 15 hours.

492 Off-Campus Study (1-15) Prereq: Advance departmental approval of number of hours and topics. May be repeated. Maximum 15 hours.

493 Independent Study (1-15) Prereq: Advance departmental approval of number of hours and topics. May be repeated. Maximum 15 hours.

SPANISH (924)

111-112 Elementary Spanish (3) Language laboratory required. Must be taken in sequence. Students who place in 200-level courses from high school will receive six hours of elementary Spanish credit, E.

115-116 Intermediate Spanish (3) Prereq: 110 or 120 or Departmental Placement Exam. Must be taken in sequence. Students who place in 200-level courses from high school will receive six hours of elementary Spanish credit, E.

150 Intermediate Spanish Transition (3) This course is designed to prepare students for enrollment in Spanish 211. Prereq: Two years of high school Spanish a placement test below a level of Spanish 211. Minimum 15 hours. (Same as Spanish 211. Class will not count toward the College of Arts and Sciences intermediate-level foreign language requirement. Students majoring in the program in Language and World Business. See the Director for further information.

211-212 Intermediate Spanish (3,3) Prereq: 150 or 112 or Departmental Placement Exam. Must be taken in sequence. Students who place in 200-level courses from high school will receive six hours of elementary Spanish credit, E.

217-218 Honors: Intermediate Spanish (3,3) Honors course for students of superior ability in Spanish. Incoming freshmen are admitted on the basis of a diagnostic test, high school average and performance on the ACT. Classes normally held to a maximum of 15 students. Students following self-paced curriculum with continuous emphasis upon speaking ability and with an introduction to reading literary selections. Students who earn an A or B in 217 or 218 receive credit for 300. Prereq: 111-112 or equivalent. F, Sp

300 Transition: Composition and Grammar through Reading (3) Provides preparation in writing skills and exercise in key elements of grammar through the development of vocabulary acquisition, vocabulary reinforcement, and compositions on assigned topics. Available to non-native or non-bilingual students of Spanish only. Prereq: Spanish 212 or equivalent or appropriate score on Spanish placement test.

305 Conversation and Aural Comprehension (3) Develops speaking and listening comprehension skills through a variety of in-class and extra-class activities. Not available for credit for students whose level of proficiency in Spanish is superior as defined by the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines. Prereq: Spanish 212 or 218 or permission of department.
Courses of Instruction

323 Upper-level Grammar and Composition (3) Study of the more challenging grammatical issues in Spanish with practical application in composition assignments. A review of basic covered in previous courses to introduce finer points. Not available for credit for students whose level of proficiency in Spanish is superior as defined by ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines. Prereq: Spanish 218 or 300 or permission of department. Writing emphasis course.

330 Textual Analysis (3) Introduction to the art of reading and interpreting literary texts and the writing of critical essays, with attention to language structures, literary terminology, theory and concepts such as romance, tragedy, comedy, irony, narrative voice, symbol, meta- phor, etc. Writing emphasis course. Includes short stories, one-act plays, essays, and letters. Prereq: Spanish 323. Writing emphasis course.

331 Introduction to Hispanic Culture (3) Introduction to the fundamental historical, political and demographic developments that led to the creation of the Hispanic distribution and distinctive character of Hispanic cultures, with attention to those qualities that distinguish Hispanic culture from other cultures, as well as to ethnic and linguistic components of the Hispanic world in the present day. Prereq: Spanish 323. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Latin American Studies 331.)

332 Survey of Spanish-American Literature: 1700-Present (3) Main writers, trends, stylistic periods and artistic movements in Spanish America from 1700 to the present, with an emphasis on the interplay of cultural, socio-political and historical developments. Taught in English. Prereq: Spanish 323 or permission of instructor. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Latin American Studies 332.)

333 Survey of Spanish-American Literature: 1700- Present (3) Main writers, trends, stylistic periods and artistic movements in Spanish America from 1700 to the present, with an emphasis on the interplay of cultural, socio-political and historical developments. Taught in English. Prereq: Spanish 323 or permission of instructor. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Latin American Studies 333.)

345-46 Language and Culture of the Hispanic Business World (3, 3) Commercial vocabulary, business letters, import-export, marketing. Hispanic social management culture, and the global significance of economic & political developments. Taught in English. Prereq: Spanish 323 or permission of instructor. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Latin American Studies 345.)

401 Cultural Plurality and Institutional Changes in Latin America (3) Value systems, behavioral patterns, political parties, role of the military, the church, educational institutions, dictatorship and nationalism. Prereq: 6 hours of Latin American Studies courses or consent of instructor. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Latin American Studies 401.)

402 Latin American Studies Seminar (3) Selected topics in Latin American Studies. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours. Prereq: 300 or 400 level Latin American Studies courses or consent of instructor. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Latin American Studies 402.)

421 Phonetics (3) Prereq: 323 or permission of instructor

422 Advanced Grammar and Translation (3) Structure of the grammatical system of Spanish. In-depth analysis of selected syntactic phenomena with practical illustration/application and exercise in Spanish-English and English-Spanish translation. Taught in Spanish and English. Prereq: 323 or permission of instructor. Writing emphasis course.

423 Advanced Composition and Conversation (3) Develops writing and speaking skills to the advanced level, covering a wide range of topics and situations and including a variety of in-class and extra-class activities. Not available for credit for students whose level of proficiency in Spanish is superior as defined by the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines. Prereq: Spanish 218 or 300 or permission of department. Writing emphasis course.

425 Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics (3) (Same as French 425, German 425). Prereq: 424 and Linguistics 425.

426 Methods of Historical Linguistics (3) (Same as Spanish 426, French 426). Prereq: 424 and Linguistics 426.

429 Romance Linguistics (3) (Same as French 429 and Linguistics 429.)

430 Topics in Hispanic Linguistics (3) Introduction to the study of the Spanish language through different areas of linguistics such as phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, sociolinguistics, dialectology and second language acquisition. Prereq: 323, 330, 331 and completion of major or minor requirements in 332, 333, and 334. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours with permission of department. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Linguistics 431.)

433 Images of Woman in Hispanic Literature (3) Examines major Hispanic texts (and/or women authors) in the context of the relation of female individuality to the particular social context, the role of women in society, patriarchal tradition, woman as cultural and as aesthetic value (“the feminine symbolic”), and feminist theoretical issues. Prereq: Spanish 323, 330 and completion of major or minor requirements in 332, 333, and 334. Writing emphasis course.

434 Hispanic Culture through Film (3) Analysis of selected films on subjects concerning life, culture, and artistic traditions in the Hispanic world; exploration of ideological, philosophical, social, and political implications of films and a comparison of them with treatments of related issues in other types of artistic production. Prereq: Spanish 323, 330 and completion of major or minor requirements in 332, 333, and 334. Taught in Spanish. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours with permission of department. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Cinema Studies 434.)

461 Special Topics (3) Focus on some aspect of Hispanic literature, culture, linguistics, or foreign language pedagogy. Topics vary. May be repeated with consent of department. Maximum 6 hours.

465 Latin American Film and Culture (3) Explores Latin American and Latino/a films and videos from 1900s to present as works of art and in light of political, cultural, and social contexts. Taught in English. Not available for Spanish major or Spanish graduate credit. Graduate credit available for Latin American Studies and Cinema Studies majors with 3 hours of discussion. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Latin American Studies 465 and Cinema studies 465.)

479 Disenchedanted Texts in Hispanic Literature (3) Texts representing trends and periods of renewal in Spain and Latin American countries. Selected topics on traditions in crisis. Content will vary. Prereq: Spanish 323, 330, 331 and completion of major or minor requirements in 332, 333, and 334. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours with permission of department. Writing emphasis course. (Same as Latin American Studies 479.)

480 Social Forces in Hispanic Literary Expression (3) Analysis of major Hispanic texts that address factors and events that influenced and/or continue to influence the political, cultural and social contexts of Hispanic literature, culture, and artistic traditions in the Hispanic world. Taught in English. Prereq: Spanish 323, 330 and completion of major or minor requirements in 332, 333, and 334. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours with permission of department. Writing emphasis course.

489 Topics in Hispanic Civilization (3) Analysis of major trends, issues and/or movements in the civilizations of Spain and Spanish America. Political, literary, and cultural perspectives dealing with topics from the Middle Ages to the present day may be explored. Prereq: Spanish 323, 330 and completion of major or minor requirements in 332, 333, and 334. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours with permission of department. Writing emphasis course.

490 Internship (1-15) Career-related experiences in the field of Spanish and Latin American studies, including the language, culture, and import-export, marketing. Hispanic social management culture, and the global significance of economic & political developments. Taught in English. Prereq: Spanish 323, 330 and completion of major or minor requirements in 332, 333, and 334. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours with permission of department. Writing emphasis course.

493 Independent Study (1-15)

494 Spanish Community Service Practicum (1) Supervised community service with local agencies that assist Hispanic community; or supervised activities with local community subject areas, such as education, employment, Hispanic culture among the general public. Each credit hour requires 40 semester hours of off-campus supervised work and a weekly one-hour tutorial with a faculty member. Prereq: completion of 18 hours of upper-division Spanish and consent of instructor. Maximum of one credit hour per semester. May be repeated. Maximum 3 hours.

SPECIAL EDUCATION (932)

310 Special Education Principles (3) Introduction to the field of special education, the nature and causes of disabling conditions, family systems, a history of the field, and current policies. Prereq: Admission to Teacher Education Program. Sp

320 Special Education Strategies (3) Introduction to special education programs including the nature and causes of disabling conditions, family systems, a history of the field, and current policies. Involves assessment, planning, development of individual education plans, applied behavioral analysis, appropriate medical procedures, and effective instructional strategies. Prereq: 310, admission to Teacher Education Program. Sp

402 Professional Studies: Special Education and Diverse Learners (2) Characteristics and needs of students with disabilities and diverse learners with emphasis on educational implications. Techniques, strategies and resources for teaching students with special learning, behavioral or medical needs, and the implications of special education. Prereq: Educational Psychology 210 and Admission to Teacher Education.

419 Psychology and Education of Students with Mild Disabilities (6) Nature and characteristics of persons with mild disabilities. Approaches for the identification and classification of the strategies appropriate for these persons. Prereq: 310, 320 and Admission to Teacher Education Program. Coreq: 420. F

420 Field Experience in Modified Programs (3) Practicum in teaching in modified programs: planning, developing, implementing, and evaluating instruction. Prereq: 310, 320, and Admission to Teacher Education Program. Coreq: 420. Satisfactory/No Credit only. F

431 Field Experience in Comprehensive Programs (3) On-site teaching experience with moderately and severe-handicapped children. Prereq: 310, 320, and Admission to Teacher Education Program. Coreq: 430. Satisfactory/No Credit only. Sp
432 Psychology and Education of Students with Moderate/Severe Disabilities (6) Nature and characteristics of persons with moderate/severe disabilities and the educational strategies appropriate for those persons. Prereq: 310, 320, and Admission to Teacher Education Program. Sp

454 Education of the Gifted and Talented Children (3) Psychometric and behavioral studies of giftedness. Analysis of past and present school practices in reference to curriculum and program implementation. Prereq: Admission to Teacher Education Program.

456 Speech and Language Basis of Learning Disabilities in the Classroom (3) Normal communication development and tendencies of school-age children; integration of oral/written communication skills into existing curriculum, especially for high-incidence special education students. Sp

470 Psychology of the Exceptional Child (3) General characteristics and educational needs of exceptional children. Implications of developmental variations for functioning as adults. Enrollment limited to non-major education majors.

SPEECH COMMUNICATION (943)

100 Introduction to Speech Communication (3) Fundamental theories and practices with particular reference to interpersonal, group, organizational, and public communication.

107 Honors: Introduction to Speech Communication (3) Analysis of past and present school practices in reference to educational strategies and public opinion, with emphasis on rhetorical theory from Plato to the present. Prereq: 100.

107 Honors Seminar (1) Required of students enrolled in the honors program; admission with consent of department.

400 Topics in Speech Communication (3) Variable content course. Prerequisites may be determined by department. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours. Major credit limited to 3 hours.

420 Communication and Conflict (3) Communication as a significant factor in the development, management, and resolution of conflict at the interpersonal, small group, organizational, or societal levels.

425 Interpersonal Health Communication (3) Interpersonal communication in health care settings. Topics include provider-client interactions, social support groups, stigma and disease, and contemporary models explaining the use of health-related information.

430 Family Communication (3) Dynamics of interactions within family systems, marriage, and parent-child relationships. Study of verbal and nonverbal communication processes, patterns, and problems. Prereq: Child and Family Studies 220 or Speech Communication 320 or consent of instructor. (Same as Child and Family Studies 430.)

440 Organizational Communication (3) Organizational settings and those variables of the communication process that affect the quality of human interaction both within and outside the organization.

445 Internship (1-3) Supervised career-related experiences using Speech Communication theories and techniques in government and for profit or nonprofit organizations, culminating in a written and oral report. For Juniors/Senior level majors with at least a 3.0 GPA, or by special permission of Internship Director. S/NC grading only. May be repeated; maximum 6 hours.

450 Propaganda (3) Study of political, commercial, and social propaganda in United States, World War I to present. Writing emphasis course.

466 Rhetoric of the Women's Rights Movement to 1930 (3) Historical and critical study of public address in the campaign for women's rights in the United States from the 1830s to the 1920s. (Same as Women's Studies 466.) Writing-emphasis course.

469 Freedom of Speech (3) Historical and philosophical perspectives on freedom of expression; legal issues in free speech controversies; and the First Amendment. (Same as American Studies 469 and Legal Studies 469.)

476 Rhetoric of the Contemporary Feminist Movement (3) Historical and critical study of Rhetoric in the campaign for women's rights in the United States from the 1940s to present. (Same as Women's Studies 476.) Writing-emphasis course.

491 Foreign Study (1-15) See description of major concentration. Prereq: Junior/Senior standing with at least a 3.0 GPA; consent of supervising faculty member and Department prior to registration (see Department for proposal deadline). May be repeated to a maximum 15 hours.

492 Off-Campus Study (1-15) See description of major concentration. Prereq: Junior/Senior standing with at least a 3.0 GPA; consent of supervising faculty member and Department prior to registration (see Department for proposal deadlines). May be repeated to a maximum 15 hours.

493 Independent Study (1-15) See description of major concentration. Selected readings/research in an area of speech communication to be determined by the student in consultation with supervising faculty member and Department, ordinarily, in an area of study not covered by departmental curriculum. Application forms available in department office. Prereq: Junior/Senior standing with at least a 3.0 GPA; consent of supervising faculty member and Department prior to registration (see Department for proposal deadlines). May be repeated to a maximum 15 hours.

497-498 Senior Honors Thesis (3-3) Required of students enrolled in the honors program; admission with consent of the department.

499 Senior Seminar in Speech Communication (1-3) Major theoretical perspectives in speech communication, their interrelationships and applications; consideration of the significance and ethnocentrism of speech communication in modern society. The course will cover two or more areas of the discipline. Prereq: Senior standing and completion of 100 and at least 12 hours of major requirements in speech communication. Writing-emphasis course.

SPORT MANAGEMENT (957)

100 Orientation to Sport Management (1) Overview of the sports industry and Sport Management major. Taken the first semester as pre-major. F, Sp

250 Foundations of Sport Management (3) An introduction to the scope of the sport enterprise including why business is involved in sport and an overall evaluation of sport management as a profession. Prereq: Sport Management 100. F, Sp

290 Practicum 1 (3) Supervised part-time field experience at an approved site for the purpose of clarifying career goals. Requires a minimum of 120 clock hours. S/NC only. Prereq: Sport Management 100 and progression into the Sport Management major. F, Sp.

311 Coaching Football (1) Theoretical and practical application of various coaching techniques in football for the prospective secondary/college coach. Includes analysis and selection of appropriate game plans, specific conditioning and training programs, practice organization, player evaluation, scouting, and individual and team offensive and defensive. Prereq: Consent of instructor.

312 Coaching of Basketball (1) Individual and team fundamentals for the high school coach; conditioning, schedule making, and other business arrangements. Prereq: Consent of instructor.

313 Coaching of Track and Field (1) Coaching methods and training techniques for various track and field events, including experience observing and working at meets and practices. Prereq: Consent of instructor.

315 Coaching of Baseball/Softball (1) Theoretical and practical application of various coaching techniques in baseball/softball for the secondary/college coach. Topics include analysis and selection of appropriate game plans, specific conditioning and training programs, practice organization, player evaluation, scouting, individual and team offensive and defensive strategies. Prereq: Consent of instructor.

330 Sport Communication (3) An introduction to the communications industry and its relationship with sport. Students will explore cultural issues, such as gender and ethnicity, and their relationship to sport and media. The course will also provide students opportunities to develop practical communication skills and learn how media and sport interact.

350 Sport Management: Theory to Practice (3) Overview of managerial theories and applications including responsibilities and practices associated with broad perspectives of sport enterprise. Prereq: Progression into the major, minimum 2.5 GPA, and Sport Management 250 and 260. F, Sp.

370 Event Management (1-3) Study of the various principles involved in the planning, management and development of special events. Students will combine theory and practice through experience with assigned special events. Prereq: Sport Management 290 or consent of instructor.

380 Special Topics (1-3) Study in selected disciplinary or professional areas of Sport Management. May be repeated.
390 Practicum II (3) Supervised part-time experience at an approved site offering sport management opportunities. Requires a minimum of 120 clock hours. S/NC only. Prereq: progression into the Sport Management major, minimum 2.5 GPA, and Sport Management 290. E (Formerly Prereq: Sport Management majors, min. cum. 2.5 GPA and Sport Management 290, or consent of instructor)

415 Development and Maintenance of Recreation, Tourism, and Athletic Facilities (3) Same as Recreation and Tourism Management 415.

440 Sport Marketing (3) Application of fundamental marketing concepts to the sport industry. Marketing research, promotions, funding, advertising, and assessment of marketing programs specific to sport will be covered. The historical development of sport marketing will be included. Prereq: Marketing 301 and admission to Sport Management major or by consent of instructor.

450 Legal Aspects of Sport (3) Identification and application of various areas of law to sport industry. Includes how constitutional law, contract law, anti-trust law and tort law impact sport management. Special emphasis placed on discrimination in sport (e.g., race, gender, ethnicity, and disability). Prereq: Progression into the Sport Management major, minimum 2.5 GPA, and Sport Management 350, or consent of instructor.

490 Sport Management Internship (6-12) Sport Management Internship (6-12) Supervised work experience at an approved site offering sport management opportunities. May be repeated. Maximum 3 credits.

206 Courses of Instruction

STATISTICS (962)


207 Honors Introduction to Statistics (3) Intended as an alternative to 201 for higher GPA students. Involves both lecture and labs, prerequisite: MA 125, 141, or 147 Two 50 minute lecture classes, and one 110 minute lab per week.


320 Regression and Correlation Methods (3) Simple linear regression and correlation analysis, time series analysis, multiple regression, variable selection, regression diagnostics, partial correlation, and categorical data analysis techniques. Use of statistical computing software. Applied course appropriate for a general audience. Prereq: Mathematics 125 or 141. E


483 Special Topics in Statistics (1-3) Topics vary. Prereq: Consent of instructor. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours.


492 Internship (1-4) Supervised off-campus experience in application of statistical principles and methods in business, industry, or government, culminating in a written and oral report. Prereq: Permission of the Chairperson of the Statistics Department Undergraduate Affairs Committee. Satisfactory/No credit only. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours.

493 Independent Study (2-6) Faculty directed reading and investigation of specified topic in probability or statistics culminating in a written report. Prereq: Two courses in statistics models, practical methods for univariate time series forecasting, Box-Jenkins forecasting methods, forecasting based on exponential smoothing, regression, time series analysis and time series analysis, forecasting using regression models. Use of standard computing packages. Major writing requirement. Prereq: 320. Sp

TEXTILE SCIENCE (970)

220 Selection and Use of Soft Goods Manufacture (3) Study of textile products for apparel and interior furnish- ings; emphasis on the selection of fibers, yarns, fabrics, finishes and construction details to optimize properties needed for particular end uses.

THEATRE (976)

100 Introduction to Theatre (3) Understanding theatre: thought, philosophy, aesthetics, and production prac- tices. Writing-emphasis course.

200 Basic Theatre Production (3) Introduction to tech- niques for the production of costumes, scenery, and emphasis courses. Prereq to 221: 220.

220-221 Acting (3,3) 220-Basic Acting techniques. 221-Further exploration and development of acting techniques through exercises and beginning scene work. Prereq: 220—Writing-emphasis courses. Prereq: 221—220.

300 Play Analysis (3) Study of methods and tools used in script analysis for the purpose of play production. Prereq: Theatre 106. E

462 Advanced Lighting Design (3) Advanced problems in lighting design and theory including areas such as lighting musical theatre, opera, and dance. Prereq: 362 or consent of instructor. May be repeated. Maximum 9 hours.

464 Computer Assisted Design for Theatre (3) Advanced techniques in computer assisted design for theatre. Work with CAD, Computer Drawing, Graphics, and/or 3D Modeling software for preparation of theatrical designs. Specific content varies with semester. Admission by consent of instructor only. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours.

470 Playwriting (3) Advanced in the writing of plays. Prereq: Consent of instructor.

481 Applied Theatre (1-2) Laboratory in applied theatre techniques and departmental productions. Prereq: Consent of instructor. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours.

491 Foreign Study (1-15)

492 Off-Campus Study (1-15)

493 Independent Study (1-15)

THEORY AND PRACTICE IN TEACHER EDUCATION (978)

203 Field Study in Education (1-3) Problems of persons in active service in the field. Includes methods of teaching curriculum materials, school-community relations, and school organizations. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours. E

352 Field Experiences in Teaching: Secondary I (1) Field experiences in tasks related to teaching and teacher roles. Prereq: Admission to Teacher Education Program. Satisfactory/No Credit only. Sp, F

353 Field Experience in Teaching: Secondary II (1) Field experiences in tasks related to teaching and to teacher roles. Prereq: 352 and admission to Teacher Education Program. Satisfactory/No Credit only.

492 Directed Independent Study (1-3) Tutorial and specialized area. Prereq: consent of instructor. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours. Satisfactory/No Credit grading or letter grade.

493 Independent Study I (1-3) Topics to be assigned. May be repeated. Maximum 12 hours. E

494 Supervised Readings (1-3) Topics to be assigned. May be repeated. Maximum 12 hours. E

495 Special Topics (1-3) Topics to be assigned. May be repeated. Maximum 12 hours. E

UNIVERSITY HONORS (983)

117-127 Honors Freshman Seminar (1,1) Sequence required of and limited to all freshman honors students. 117 concentrates on computer skills, contemporary issues, and writing. 127 concentrates on critical thinking, contemporary issues, and international study. Satisfactory/No Credit only.

337 Honors: Concentration in the Humanities (3) Small group studies of selected topics, issues or problems with a concentration in the humanistic disciplines. Open to all students with a GPA of 3.25 or greater. Topics vary. May be repeated.

338-348 University Scholars Seminar (1,1) Selected topics; enrollment limited to students in The University Scholars Program with permission of the Director of University Honors. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours. Letter grade only.

347 Honors: Concentration in the Social Sciences (3) Small group studies of selected topics, issues or problems with a concentration in the social sciences. Open to all students with a GPA of 3.25 or greater. Topics vary. May be repeated.

357 Honors: Concentration in the Natural and Applied Sciences (3) Small group studies of selected topics, issues or problems with a concentration in the natural and applied sciences. Open to all students with a GPA of 3.25 or greater. Topics vary. May be repeated.

458 Senior Honors Seminar (1) Development and presentation of senior honors project. Limited to and required of all graduating students in The University Honors Program. Should be taken one semester prior to the semester of graduation. Satisfactory/No Credit grading only.

491 Honors: Foreign Study (1-15) Open to any undergraduate honors student. Proposals must be approved in advance. See the Director of University Honors for further information.

492 Honors: Off-Campus Study (1-15) Open to any undergraduate honors student. Proposals must be approved in advance. See the Director of University Honors for further information.

493 Honors: Independent Study (1-15) Open to any undergraduate honors student. Must be used by all University Honors Scholars preparing their senior projects. Proposals must be approved in advance. See the Director of University Honors for further information. Letter grade only.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES (984)

101 Lives and Times (3) Study of biography, autobiog-raphy, and biographical theory including factors that shape individual lives. Writing emphasis. Intended for entering students.

210-220 Special Topics in University Studies (1-8, 1-9) Interdisciplinary approaches to selected topics for lower division students. Small group discussion of varying topics that transcend the boundaries of a single discipline. Writing intensive and team taught. May be repeated maximum 9 hours. Permission of instructor required. Variable credit.

227 Honors: Topics in University Studies (3) Interdiscipli-nary approach to a significant scholarly or social issue for lower division university students. Small group discussion of varying topics that transcend the boundaries of a single discipline. Writing intensive. May be repeated. Maximum 9 hours. Permission of instructor required.

310-320 Special Topics in University Studies (3,3) Interdisciplinary approaches to issues transcending the boundaries of a single discipline. Topics may be initiated by faculty or students through arrangements with the University Studies Program. Taught by faculty from throughout the University (often team-taught). Discussion based and writing intensive. May be repeated. Maximum 9 hours.

311 AIDS and Society (3) Speakers from across the state speak about scientific, social, medical, emotional and financial aspects of acquired immunodeficiency syn-drome. Students are required to participate in some AIDS related community activity and to describe that activity in writing.

317 Honors: Special Topics in University Studies (3) Honors course utilizing an interdisciplinary approach to a significant scholarly or social issue. Topics change every semester. Consult timetable for current offering. Discussion based and writing intensive. May be repeated. Maximum 9 hours.

321 Aging and Society (3) Multidisciplinary examination of the process of aging and of the medical and community resources for coping with its stresses and challenges.

322 Technology, Society and the Common Good (3) Explores philosophical and religious systems with a commitment to stewardship of the planet and those with an antagonistic or neutral perception of the natural world. Systems are presented in conjunction with cul-tural an species extinctions caused by or related to their beliefs and values.

410-420 Advanced Topics in University Studies (3,3) Interdisciplinary research approaches to major issues transcending the boundaries of a single discipline. Topics may be initiated by faculty or students through arrange-ments with the University Studies Program. Taught by faculty from throughout the University (often team-taught). Discussion based and writing intensive. May be repeated. Maximum: 9 hours.

411 Art and Organism (3) Interdisciplinary investigations of the relationship between art and biology. Readings and discussions focus on the idea that, while art is one of the most wholly human cultural endeavors, it is undeniably linked to, if not emergent from, our basic biology.

412 Normandy Scholars Seminar: War and Remem-brance (9) Enrollment is limited to honors students selected for the Normandy Scholars Program. Students take course work and travel as a learning community during their time in the program. The course has three coordinated components: (a) Values and Politics, (b) 20th Century French Literature, Culture, and Language, and (c) World War II. The course is team taught by members of various departments, and prepares students for the culminating integrative four weeks of study in France during the Summer Term. Co-requisite: permission required. Writing emphasis course.

417 Honors: Advanced Topics in University Studies (3) Honors course utilizing an indepth interdisciplinary re-search approach to a significant scholarly or social issue. Topics change every semester. Consult timetable for current offering. Discussion based and writing intensive. May be repeated. Maximum 9 hours. Permission of instructor.

491 Foreign Study (1-15)

492 Off-Campus Study (1-15)

493 Independent Study (1-15)

URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING (782)

401 The City in the United States (3) Development and character of United States cities. Contemporary issues and selected case studies. (Same as Urban Studies 401.)

402 Survey of Planning (3) History of city development and planning with special attention to the United States experience in urban and other levels of planning. State of the art, the process, the comprehensive plan, im-plementing devices. Planning issues in society. Not for credit for M.S.P. degree. (Same as Urban Studies 402.)

446 Housing (3) Nature and demand for housing in U.S. and abroad, U.S. experience. Private market processes and public influences. Problems of change in housing supply, impact of new technology, and governmental programs to improve supply and quality of housing.

URBAN STUDIES (985)

200 Human-Environment Systems (3) (Same as Interior Design 200.)

250 Introduction to Urban Studies (3) Introductory survey of urban studies. Includes a lecture series with urban scholars discussing urban issues as seen by their disciplines.

321 Urban Politics and Process (3) (Same as Political Science 321.)

322 Behavioral Geography (3) (Same as Geography 323.)

350 Practicum in Urban Studies (3) Internship seminars, written assignments and hands-on experience in an organization which is working for urban change.

401 The City in the United States (3) (Same as Planning 401.)

402 Survey of Planning (3) (Same as Planning 402.)

441 Urban Geography (3) (Same as Geography 441.)

450 Directed Field Work (3) Participant observation and faculty-directed research. May be combined with 350 in urban planning project, subject to faculty approval. Open to Urban Studies Majors only. Prereq: Approval of depart-ment. S/N credit grading.

454 Cities and Urban American History (3) (Same as History 454.)

460 Senior Seminar (3) A capstone seminar taught by an interdisciplinary team of urban studies faculty in a problem solving context. Prereq: 250, 350, and senior standing. Writing emphasis course.

464 Urban Ecology (3) (Same as Sociology 464.)

481 Real Estate Finance and Investment Analysis (3) (Same as Finance 481.)

482 Urban Development and Finance (3) (Same as Finance 482.)

493 Independent Study (3-6) May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours.
WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES SCIENCE (993)


323 Human Dimensions of Wildlife and Fisheries (1) Examination of the linkages between people, institutions, and society at large to natural resource management practices. Case studies and application of basic skills of group communication and collaborative problem solving and planning will be emphasized. Overnight field trips required. Coreq: 303, 305, 330, 340, 350, 440, 442. Sp


341 Law Enforcement and Public Relations (3) Fundamentals and general principles of local, state and federal laws and regulations governing natural resources and their management. Principles and practices of interacting with the public. Prereq: English 102 and Speech 210 or 240 or consent of instructor. F

350 Wildlife Damage Management (3) Principles and methods for wildlife damage management including biological, regulatory, practical, and social considerations. Weekend field trips required. Prereq: FWF 317 or consent of instructor. 2 hours and 1 lab or field. Sp

440 Wildlife Techniques (3) Methods in wildlife damage control, forest, farmland, and wetland habitat management, identification of wildlife field sign, wildlife capturing techniques and management plan preparation. Weekend field trips required. Prereq: FWF 317 or consent of instructor. 1 hour and 1 lab or field. F

442 Fisheries Techniques (3) Active and passive sampling techniques for fish and aquatic organisms; population estimation methods; fish handling and transport; food habits analysis; marking and tagging techniques; age determination and incremental growth analysis; stream assessment; equipment and instrumentation usage and maintenance; safety in sampling methods; weekend field trip may be required. Prereq: FWF 317 or consent of instructor. 1 hour and 1 lab or field. F

443 Fisheries Science (3) Quantification and management of freshwater fisheries including population estimation, age and growth, ecological assessment, and stocking. Prereq: FWF 317 or consent of instructor. 2 hours and 1 lab. Sp

444 Ecology and Management of Wild Mammals (3) Biological and ecological characteristics of game mammals and endangered mammals. Current principles and practices of wild mammal management. Prereq: FWF 317 or consent of instructor. 2 hours and 1 lab. One weekend field trip required. Sp

445 Ecology and Management of Wild Birds (3) Biological and ecological characteristics of game birds, endangered birds, and pest birds. Conceptual principles and practices of wild bird management. Prereq: FWF 317 or consent of instructor. 2 hours and 1 lab. One weekend field trip required. Sp

490 Ethics in Wildlife and Fisheries Management (1) Ethical bases for decision-making and application of methodologies in the practice of wildlife and fisheries management. A series of seminars presented by ethicists, wildlife and fisheries scientists and managers, and foresters will be used to acquaint students with a diverse perspective of ethical behavior in the practices of wildlife and fisheries management. Lectures, panel discussions, and case studies. Team taught. Prereq: Senior standing and major in natural resources. Satisfactory/No Credit grading only. S

493 Independent Study in Wildlife and Fisheries Science (1-15) Special research or individual problem in wildlife and fisheries science. Letter grade or Satisfactory/No Credit. E

496 Internship in Wildlife and Fisheries Science (1-6) Supervised experience at departmental-approved employment location arranged by the student. Internship learning objectives must be pre-approved by the advisor and the field supervisor. Daily log, supervisor evaluations, and final report required. One credit per two weeks. Up to 3 credits may be used for science elective. Prereq: Junior standing, consent of instructor. May be repeated. Maximum 6 hours.

WOMEN’S STUDIES (994)

210 Images of Women in Literature: Biography and Autobiography (3) Introduction to women’s journals, diaries, biographies and autobiographies. Writing-emphasis course.

215 Images of Women in Literature: Fiction, Poetry, Drama (3) Introduction to the study of women through the genres (fiction, poetry, and drama), including works from diverse historical periods and cultures. Writing-emphasis course.

220 Women in Society (3) Role played by women in various societies during different historical periods, factors which have limited women’s participation in society, social scientists’ assumptions about women.

230 Marriage and Family: Roles and Interpersonal Relations (3) (Same as Child and Family Studies 220.)

310 Emergence of the Modern American Woman (3) Role of women in the development of American civilization and culture. Major topics include women’s legal and political status, the emergence and development of feminism, women and the creative arts, and women’s roles in industrial and post-industrial American society. Writing-emphasis course.

320 Women and Religion (3) (Same as Religious Studies 320 and Judaic Studies 320.)

330 Women in Music (3) (Same as Music History 330.) Writing-emphasis course.

332 Women in American Literature (3) (Same as English 332.)

340 Women, Politics, and the Law (3) An examination of recent changes in the laws affecting women and a study of the role of women in contemporary American politics. (Same as Legal Studies 340.)

360 Women in Cross-Cultural Perspective (3) A study of the changing role of women in various contemporary cultures: industrial democracies, developing nations, communist countries. A team-taught course with guest lectures and slide presentations.

375 Gender in Society (3) (Same as Sociology 375.)

382 Philosophy of Feminism (3) (Same as Philosophy 382.) Writing-emphasis course.

383 Women in the Greek and Roman World (3) (Same as Classics 383.) Writing-emphasis course.

400 Topics in Women’s Studies (3) Content varies. May be repeated.

410 Sex Role Development: Implications for Education and Counseling (3) (Same as Educational and Counseling Psychology 410.)

422 Women Writers in Britain (3) (Same as English 422.)

425 Women’s Health (3) (Same as Health 425.)

432 Women in European History (3) (Same as History 432.) Writing-emphasis course.

433 French and Francophone Women Writers (3) (Same as French 433.)

434 Psychology of Gender (3) (Same as Psychology 434.) Writing-emphasis course.

453 Women in American History (3) (Same as History 453.) Writing-emphasis course.

466 Rhetoric of the Woman’s Rights Movement to 1930 (3) Historical and critical study of public address in the campaign for women’s rights in the United States from the 1930s through the 1920s (Same as Speech Communication 466.) Writing-emphasis course.

469 Sexuality and Cinema (3) Explores issues surrounding sexuality, gender and cinema from points of view of feminist film criticism. (Same as Cinema Studies 469.)

476 Rhetoric of the Contemporary Feminist Movement (3) Historical and critical study of rhetoric in the campaign for women’s rights in the United States from the 1940s to present. (Same as Speech Communication 476) Writing-emphasis course.

483 African-American Women in American Society (3) (Same as African and African-American Studies 483.)

491 Foreign Study (1-15)

492 Off-Campus Study (1-15)

493 Independent Study (1-15) Registration by consent of chair of Women’s Studies.
Honors and Awards

HONORARY AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

A number of honorary and professional societies have chapters at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Membership in these organizations is generally based on the initiate’s good character, proficiency in the chosen field, leadership characteristics, and high scholastic record.

Those honorary societies, both national and local, with chapters at UT Knoxville are:

**Alpha Chi Sigma**, for chemical engineering and chemistry students. Student must have a grade point average of 2.5 in chemistry and/or chemical engineering combined and 2.5 in all academic work and must have been enrolled in this school for at least one semester. Members are elected by others in the local chapter.

**Alpha Kappa Psi**. Professional business fraternity for entering freshmen and transfer students in the College of Business Administration with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.75 on a 4.00 scale.

**Alpha Lambda Delta**. An academic honor society for freshmen who have a 3.5 GPA carrying a full load. The purpose is to encourage superior scholastic achievement among students in their first year in institutions of higher education, to promote intelligent living and a continued high standard of learning, and to assist men and women in recognizing and developing meaningful goals for their roles in society.

**Alpha Mu Chapter, Eta Sigma Gamma**. Students with a major or minor in health and safety are eligible for membership. All undergraduate candidates for membership must have a 2.5 cumulative average, and each graduate candidate must have graduated with a 2.7 cumulative average or must have a 3.4 graduate scholastic average.

**Alpha Pi Mu**, for industrial engineering students. Prospective members are chosen from the upper one-third of the senior class and upper one-fifth of the junior class. A minimum 2.5 average is required.

**Alpha Sigma Delta**, agricultural fraternity for juniors and seniors. Prospective members must be among the upper two-fifths of their respective classes and must show leadership ability.

**Beta Alpha Psi**, for accounting students. Any undergraduate or graduate accounting major registered in advanced accounting subjects and having a minimum B-minus average in all subjects, is eligible for active membership.

**Beta Gamma Sigma**, national business honorary society for undergraduate students with a major in a College of Business Administration curriculum. Additional criteria pertain to number of business administration credit hours taken and number of transfer hours/previous academic performance for transfer students. MBA students must be in the top 20 percent of graduating class, and DBA students must complete all degree requirements with a minimum GPA of 3.50.

**Chi Epsilon**, for civil engineering students. Junior and senior civil engineering majors ranking in the highest one-third of their respective class are eligible for membership.

**Delta Nu Alpha**, for transportation students. Prospective members must have completed the basic transportation courses and have a minimum 2.3 average.

**Delta Pi Epsilon**, for business education graduate students. Prospective members must have a minimum 3.4 average for nine hours of graduate work in business education. Candidates are required to show evidence of their scholarship before initiation by presenting a talk, research abstract, or written paper to the group.

**Delta Sigma Pi**, professional business fraternity for students enrolled in the College of Business Administration. A minimum of 15 semester hours of University credit with a scholastic average of at least 2.75 is required for initiation.

**Delta Theta Phi**, for law students.

**Eta Kappa Nu**, for electrical engineering students. Members may be selected from juniors ranking in the upper one-fourth, or seniors ranking in the upper one-third of their respective electrical engineering class.

**Eta Sigma Gamma**. Open to undergraduate and graduate majors in Health Science/Health Education with a minimum GPA for undergraduates of 2.5 and graduates of 3.0. The purpose is to further the professional competence and dedication of individual members in and for health science/health education discipline and the promotion of the discipline.

**Eta Sigma Phi**, honor society for students in classical languages. Membership is open to students who have attained at least a 3.0 average in Latin or Greek courses.

**Gamma Beta Phi**, scholastic honor, educational-service organization open to students in all fields of study. Prospective members, usually inducted in the fall and spring, must have completed 15 hours of study, must rank in the upper 20 percent of their respective college, and must a minimum of 3.2 overall average.

**Gamma Sigma Delta**, agricultural honorary society for graduating seniors, graduate students, faculty, and agricultural alumni. Seniors selected must be in the upper one-fourth of their graduating class in the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources and must have attained at least a 3.5 average in at least 16 hours toward the advanced degree. They must have shown promise or superior ability in carrying on advanced study and/or research directly concerned with agriculture and related fields and of making worthy contributions to their respective fields.

**Golden Key National Honor Society**. Students of junior status with a cumulative GPA of 3.5. The purpose is to recognize outstanding undergraduate scholarship in all colleges of UT.

**Iota Lambda Sigma**, for industrial education students. No one may be initiated until he has acquired a minimum of 9 hours of industrial education courses with at least a 3.0.
Kappa Delta Pi, honor society for professionals and students in education. A minimum 3.5 grade point average is required. The society recognizes outstanding contributions to field of education. Membership is by invitation.

Kappa Omicron Nu, home economics honor society. Membership is by invitation and based on scholastic achievement. Undergraduate students who have completed 45 semester hours, a minimum GPA of 3.2, and rank in the top 25% of their university class are eligible for membership. Graduate students in the college of Human Ecology who have completed 12 semester hours and have a minimum GPA of 3.5 are also invited to join.

Mortar Board, for senior students. Members are elected from students with a minimum 3.0 average for three years of University studies.

National Slavic Honor Society (Dobro Slovo), for students in their third year of study of Slavic literature, culture, or related subjects with a minimum average grade of 85 percent or its letter or point equivalent in the subject area and an 80 percent overall average. Members are chosen from the undergraduate and graduate students and study of the institution.

Omicron Delta Epsilon, honor society in economics for students and faculty. Student members must have a minimum 3.0 overall average. Omicron Delta Kappa, for junior and senior students. Omicron Nu, for home economics students. Members are elected from the upper one-fourth of the senior class and upper one-fifth of the junior class, not to exceed 20 percent of any given class. Order of the Coif, for law students.

Omicron Delta Kappa. Students are elected by the current membership, faculty elected by faculty members; junior or senior students in the upper 35% of their class and who possess outstanding leadership credentials.

Order of Omega. Greek honor society for junior/senior members of fraternities or sororities with the minimum of the all sorority/fraternity GPA. The purpose is to recognize those students who have attained a high standard of leadership in intergreek activities.

Phil Alpha, national honor society in social work for undergraduate students and faculty. Student members must have completed initial progression in to the BSW program with a minimum of 3.25 cumulative GPA and 3.50 in twelve semester hours in required social work courses. The purpose is to recognize and promote scholastic achievement among students and faculty involved in the BSW program, promote and further the goals of social work in the community, state, nation, and world, to stimulate interest in preparation for a career in social work, to encourage continued student and research at the undergraduate level and in professional practice, and to recognize professional social workers whose service and leadership are held in esteem.

Phi Alpha Delta, for law students.

Phi Beta Lambda professional fraternity for students enrolled in the College of Business Administration. Prospective members must be enrolled in at least three hours in the college with a minimum of 2.2 overall average.

Phi Beta Kappa, the oldest national academic honorary society, for Arts and Sciences juniors and seniors who are candidates for either the Bachelor of Arts or the Bachelor of Science degree. Grade point average varies with number of hours completed; minimum: 3.50. At least 60 hours must have been earned at UT Knoxville. Students must have completed the second college year course (or equivalent) in a foreign language. Election takes place in October and April. For detailed statement of requirements, inquire in Arts and Sciences Student Academic Affairs Office. 218 Ayres Hall.

Phi Delta Kappa, honorary professional fraternity in education connected with approved colleges and universities of graduate rank maintaining schools, colleges, or departments of education pursuing excellence in service, teaching, and research.

Phi Delta Phi, for women students.

Phi Eta Sigma, for freshmen who have a minimum grade point average of 3.5 the first year while carrying a full academic load. All candidates must rank in upper 20 percent of their respective class.

Phi Kappa Phi is an interdisciplinary honor society, tracing its origins to 1897. The society promotes the pursuit of excellence in all fields of higher education. The University of Tennessee Chapter, founded in 1899, was one of the three original chapters of the organization, which now includes more than 280 chapters across the country. The Society’s primary objective has been from the beginning the recognition and encouragement of superior scholarship in all fields of study. Phi Kappa Phi has invested more than $3 million in fellowships and awards since 1970.

The University of Tennessee Chapter initiates outstanding junior, senior, and graduate students each fall and spring semesters. UTK alumni are initiated each fall, and selected faculty are initiated each spring.

The John and Dorothy McDow Scholarship is awarded annually to a new inductee of the Society with junior standing at the time of induction. Dr. McDow, former UTK Agricultural Engineering Professor and Dean of Admissions and Records, served as president of the UTK chapter as well as the national organization.

Phi Kappa Phi is the broadest of the national honor societies, recognizing all fields of learning. Prospective members must be seniors ranking among the upper 10 percent of their class, with a minimum 3.0 average. Meeting these requirements does not necessarily assure election.

Pi Alpha Xi, the national honor society for floriculture, landscape and ornamental horticulture, is open to juniors, seniors, graduate students, faculty and alumni in the various areas of horticulture. Members are selected on the basis of academic achievement (3.0 minimum GPA), and departmental involvement (must have completed at least 3 horticulture classes and participated in relevant activities).

Pi Delta Phi, for French students. Prospective members must have a minimum B-minus average in all French courses taken.

Pi Lambda Lambda, for students in music and music education.

Pi Lambda Theta, a national honor and professional association in education. Open to juniors and seniors with a minimum of 3.2 GPA and graduate students with a minimum 3.5 GPA. Membership is by invitation. Pi Sigma Alpha, for political science students and faculty. Student members are elected solely on the basis of scholarship.

Pi Tau Sigma, for mechanical engineering students. Prospective junior members must rank in the upper one-fourth, and senior members in the upper one-third of their respective mechanical engineering class.

Psi Chi. National psychology honor society for students with a major/minor in psychology, with an overall GPA of 3.0 and a Psychology GPA of 3.2. The purpose is to provide a forum for the discussion of current trends in Psychology, to further academic excellence in the field of Psychology, and to act as a meeting place for Psychology students.

Scabbard and Blade, military science honor society for upperclass students.

Sigma Alpha Iota, professional music fraternity for women interested in music. A 2.5 overall average is required.

Sigma Delta Pi, for foreign students. Prospective members must have a minimum 2.75 average in all University work and a minimum 3.2 average in Spanish and must have completed a junior year in Spanish literature or be registered in the last term of such a course.

Sigma Gamma Epsilon, honor society for students in earth sciences. Membership is by invitation, based on scholarship and interest.

Sigma Pi Sigma, physics honors society for upperclass and graduate students, faculty members, and qualified alumni.

Sigma Tau Delta International English Honors Society, is open to undergraduate English majors who have completed two courses in English beyond freshman writing, have at least a B average in English, and a GPA that puts them in the top thirty-five percent of all current English majors.

Sigma Theta Tau, national nursing honor society for those students who have demonstrated outstanding scholastic achievement, professional leadership potential, and/or marked achievement in the field of nursing. Undergraduate students having completed at least two semesters of the upper-division curriculum with a 3.0 average are eligible for membership, as are graduate students who have completed one-half the master’s program with a 3.25 average.

Society of Professional Journalists, professional journalism society. Active membership shall be limited to journalism and broadcasting majors having at least a 2.3 overall grade average and having completed at least 30 hours.

Tau Beta Pi, national honor society for engineering students. The top one-eighth of the junior engineering class and the top one-fifth of the senior engineering class, scholastically ranked, may be elected. Elections are held in the semesters. The organization conducts programs and projects of benefit to students and the University.

Xi Sigma Pi, forestry honor society for upperclass and graduate students, faculty members, and persons who have attained a national reputation in forestry. Students must...
have completed 66 hours of credit, including 9 hours in professional forestry courses. When practical, initiatives are selected during the junior year to provide the greatest degree of benefits of active membership.

Zeta Lambda Chapter, Alpha Kappa Psi Professional Business Fraternity. All undergraduates majoring or planning to major in business who have a minimum GPA of 2.75 are welcome to pledge Alpha Kappa Psi.

**VICTOR M. DAVIS AWARDS**

Granted each year to juniors who demonstrate exceptional campus leadership.

**COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL RESOURCES**

**The American Society of Agricultural Engineers.** Each year an outstanding biosystems engineering student is selected for the ASAE Student Honor Award. Based on scholarship, activities, and community contributions, the award consists of a key and certificate.

**The American Society of Agronomy.** A Certificate of Merit is awarded to an outstanding senior in the Department of Plant and Soil Sciences who has a superior academic record and displays evidence of high potential in this field.

**The American Society of Animal Science.** Scholarship medals and embossed certificates are awarded to sophomore, junior, and senior students in the Department of Animal Science who are of good moral character and rank scholastically in the top 10 percent of their class.

**The American Society for Horticulture Science.** A Certificate of Merit for an outstanding senior in either the Department of Ornamental Horticulture and Landscape Design or in the Department of Plant and Soil Sciences is awarded annually. The recipient will have a superior academic record and evidence of high potential in the horticultural field.

**The Armistead Award.** Each year, one full-time student in the College who is a graduate of a Tennessee high school and has earned the highest grade point average in courses through the fifth semester is recognized for the academic achievement.

**The Block and Bridle Club.** Students in Animal Science who are successful in their academic program, have made unusual contributions to the club’s program, and show evidence of leadership in their chosen field are recognized for their efforts. Junior and Senior recipients may be entered in National Competition resulting in other awards.

**Dee W. Coley Memorial Stockman’s Award.** Presented by the Coley family in memory of Mr. Dee Coley, master stockman and community leader. Award made to an active senior Block and Bridle member with interest in the affairs and activities of the Department of Animal Science, and a member of the Meats and/or Livestock Evaluation and Judging Teams.

**Forestry Faculty Award.** Awarded to the rising senior with the highest GPA in the Department of Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries, regardless of major.

**Forestry Spring Block Award.** Awarded to the outstanding student participating in the Forestry Spring Block based on leadership, professionalism, congeniality, and superior performance. Recipient nominated by students and affirmed by the faculty.

**M. Jacob Animal Husbandry Award.** Originally sponsored by the J.B. Madden family to honor Dr. M. Jacobs who was both head of the Department of Animal Science and later Dean of the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, this award is presented to a senior in Animal Science based on scholarship and overall animal production ability.

**Kentucky-Tennessee Society of American Foresters Scholarship.** Awarded annually to a senior forestry student who has excelled in academic achievement, as well as student and professional activities.

**Arch E. McClanahan Scholarship.** Awarded to a maximum of 6 outstanding incoming freshmen, and renewable for the four-year baccalaureate program. This award was established by Mr. McClanahan, a Davidson County dairy farmer and breeder of Jersey cattle, to contribute toward the training and development of Tennesseans who have a commitment to agriculture.

**Tennessee Farmers Bureau Leadership Scholarship.** Established by the Tennessee Farm Bureau to cultivate future leaders for Tennessee agriculture. Awarded to students whose parents are full-time Tennessee farmers.

**Tennessee Farmers Cooperative Scholarship.** Provided to two students who have been raised on a farm and must be the child of parents who are members of a local county supply cooperative.

**Tennessee Rehabilitation Corporation Scholarships.** Awarded to college majors who have need and who are citizens of Tennessee from a rural area and who have an agricultural background.

**Student-Faculty Council Awards.** Each year the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources Student-Faculty Council presents plaques to four seniors, three juniors, two sophomores and one freshman student in the college judged to be outstanding. Selection is based on scholarship, character, and demonstrated leadership ability. Plaques are also presented to the two students in each class with the highest scholarship averages.

**Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award.** Presented each year to the outstanding senior majoring in Agricultural Economics and Business. Award selection criteria include academic excellence, demonstrated leadership ability, and professional promise.

**Howard and Ruby Wilkerson Scholarship.** Awarded to sophomores, juniors and seniors who are Tennessee residents who demonstrate financial need and academic achievement.

**The College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources offers an additional 100 scholarships established by various donors including industries, businesses, agricultural and natural resources related agencies and organizations, special groups, college alumni, faculty and friends.**

**COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN**

**AIA Medal and Certificate of Merit.** Each year, the American Institute of Architects awards an engraved medal to the top ranking graduating student in each architecture program accredited by the National Architectural Accrediting Board. A Certificate of Merit is also awarded to the second ranking graduating student.

**Alpha Rho Chi Medal.** This prestigious award is given yearly at each architectural school across the United States. Outstanding students are selected by faculty based on their unselfish service to the School and the University.

**American Institute of Architects.** Annually, the national AIA awards over one hundred scholarships to highly qualified third or fourth year undergraduate and second year graduate students. Each accredited school of architecture may nominate a certain number of students, based on the average graduation rate. The Scholarship Committee will nominate the allotted number of students. The student must complete an application form and submit three letters of recommendation to the AIA.

**Barber and McMurry Scholarship for Excellence in Architecture.** Awarded to outstanding students whose parents are full-time Tennessee farmers. The award will be given to a third, fourth, or fifth year undergraduate student who has demonstrated excellence in design work and other demonstrations of exceptional professional promise. Selection is made by the School with input from the firm.

The first award was for the 1998-99 academic year, and the award amount will grow as the endowment is finalized.

**Hubert Bebb Scholarship.** Established in 1986 by Community Tectonics, Inc., this scholarship is in honor of Hubert Bebb, the firm’s founder. For entering third year students, submission includes submittal of a transcript, a written statement regarding career goals and the motivation for studying architecture, a portfolio of the student’s best work during second year, (including a written problem statement and an explanation of the solution as well). Selection is made by the School.

**Nell Mann Brown Scholarship in Architecture.** Open to all students in good standing in the School of Architecture. This is an endowed scholarship in honor of Nell Mann Brown.

**Bullock, Smith and Partners Scholarship for International Travel.** This endowment, created in 1997, will enable a student to participate in one of the School of Architecture’s International Programs. Selection will be based on an outstanding academic record: generally the student must be in the top 20% of his or her class. The award will be made to a rising fourth-year student.

**The Cope Associates Leadership Prize.** Lanny Cope, a 1974 graduate of the School of Architecture, has created this award to support excellence. The prize will be awarded to a student in the fifth year who has demonstrated superb leadership ability as evidenced by problem solving, strategic planning, management ability, a quality that shows initiative, and other accomplishments.

**CSI Technical Prize.** This monetary prize is awarded at the annual hooding ceremony to the graduating senior with exemplary achieve-
ment in the technical courses offered in the school. The award is provided by the Knoxville Chapter of the Construction Specifications Institute.

The Jack A. Davis Scholarship. This scholarship was established in 1995 by Thomas E. Davis, Director of Student Advising, in memory of his father, Dr. Jack A. Davis. The award is for African-American students with a preference for an incoming first-year student.

Derrick, Henley and Wilkerson Architects. Established in 1995, this endowment provides funds for a selected student from either the undergraduate or graduate program. The first priority is a minority student who is a resident from Tennessee.

Faculty Award. This award, implemented in 1996, is given to the outstanding senior design project at the annual hooding ceremony. This award is selected by the faculty. This project will be displayed with the Letters of Excellence winners and the Bronze Medal winner.

Mark Freeman Association. Open to third, fourth, fifth year students who have a financial need. Established in 1996 by Mark Freeman (Class of 1981), Option of paid internship.

General Shale Scholarship. For students with fourth-year undergraduate or second year graduate standing, one to five awards are made for a total of $10,000. Awards are made by the scholarship committee. A long-time benefactor of the School, General Shale Products Corporation of Johnson City is one of the nation's leading manufacturers of high-quality face brick. This scholarship program was established in 1980.

Goodstein and Associates Architects Inc. Technical Draftsmen Award. Established by Mr. Joseph Goodstein in 1982, this award is to be given to a student selected from first year.

The Ben Allan Gregory Memorial Scholarship. This scholarship was established by Dwight and Linda Gregory in memory of their son Ben Allan Gregory. Ben was a second year architecture student at the time of a tragic accident that took his life in November of 1997. This scholarship was first awarded in fall 1998 to an incoming first-year student from the Kansas City area who met the academic requirements.

Jami S. High Memorial Scholarship. Open to sophomores, juniors, or seniors. Based on academic merit, career potential, and financial need. Interior design majors only. A true financial need. This scholarship was established in 1991 by David King and Fred Johnson, both graduates of the School and successful practitioners in the Knoxville area. Recipients will also have an opportunity for part-time employment during the academic year, or during the summer after the scholarship is received.

Letters of Excellence. These awards are presented to the outstanding thesis as nominated and selected by the fifth-year faculty. These projects go into a special exhibit during the summer following graduation.

The Lewis Group Architects, Inc., P.C. This award is open to students completing their first year in the program who have a financial need. Award is open to students with a 3.0 or greater GPA. Students selected should not have another scholarship.

MX-Design Minority Scholarship. Established in 1987 by Reginald Ruff, a graduate of the program and a practicing architect in Chattanooga. Students must have completed their first semester in school.

Ed Meiers Memorial Scholarship. Established by the Tennessee Foundation of Architecture to honor Ed Meiers, a Nashville architect. Graduate or undergraduate students are eligible who have a financial need and strong academic standing.

Pella Traveling Scholarship. Based on design merit, two awards will be made each year. The second semester of the third-year, this award recognizes the importance of travel in the education of an architect. This is a premiated award. The recipient must apply toward approved travel expenses associated with the student's architectural education. This award was established in 1983 by Tate Window and Door Company, the local distributor for Pella Windows.

Pilot Corporation Fellowship. Awarded to a graduate student with professional promise. This fellowship includes tuition, fees, and a required paid internship in the Architecture Division at Pilot Corporation in Knoxville. Selection is made by the Graduate Committee with input from Pilot Corporation.

Alma and Hal Reagan Scholarship. For undergraduate students entering their last year of study, with a distinguished record of service to UT and an outstanding academic record. This scholarship was endowed in 1988 in honor of Alma and Hal Reagan, who were friends of the school from the Pigeon Forge area. At least one award each year shall be based on academic and design excellence with additional scholarships being awarded to help minority students and women in architecture.

Malcolm Rice Architecture Award. For a third year student showing exceptional achievement in their studies during that year. Established in 1980 in honor of Malcolm Rice a retired architect who worked with I.M. Pei on the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC. Mr. Rice also served as the University Architect.

Ruby Ruckman Scholarship. Established in 1980 by the Knoxville Chapter of the National Association of Women in Construction, this award is for third, fourth, or fifth year students residing in East Tennessee. The School of Architecture makes this award in alternate academic years commencing with even numbers. The award helps needy and deserving upper-class students.

Darrell Russell Scholarship. This endowment provides funds for an incoming first-year Architecture or Interior Design student with significant financial need. Darrell Russell (B.Arch. 1982) established this endowment in 1998 based on a desire to help students in the same way he had been helped with a scholarship in his freshman year.

Dottie Saul Interior Design Scholarship. Student awarded this scholarship shall have demonstrated academic performance and financial need in the broadest sense. Open to all years. Interior Design majors only.

School of Architecture Endowment. A number of scholarships based on need for undergraduate or graduate students in good academic standing. This scholarship has been endowed by funds received over the past 30 years from numerous donors.

Robert Seals Scholarship. Established in 1994 by the Chattanooga AIA chapter in memory of Robert Seals, a highly respected Chattanooga architect. This award is for students from Chattanooga/Hamilton County or East Tennessee who demonstrate academic excellence and financial need. The Robert Seals Scholarship is open to students at any level.

Susie Benson Slyman Scholarship. Established by the Knoxville Chapter of the National Association of Women in Construction, this award honors a former director of the chapter. Preference shall be given to women, and students should be in their third, fourth, or fifth year of the undergraduate program. They should demonstrate academic excellence, professional promise and financial need. The School of Architecture makes this award in academic years commencing with an odd number.

Tau Sigma Delta Bronze Medal. The Bronze Medal is awarded to the outstanding senior design project each year. The Architectural Honor Society, Tau Sigma Delta, organizes the selection of this award. Meritorious thesis projects are nominated by the faculty and by fifth-year students. These nominees are judged by a panel of jurors from the architectural profession. The project will be displayed with the letters of excellence in the summer following graduation.

West Virginia Society of Architects. For a West Virginia resident who has completed six or more semesters at the undergraduate level or is enrolled in a graduate program. Eligible students should contact the West Virginia Society of Architects prior to April to apply.

Shelby Williams Fund for Excellence. Preference given to those attending high school in greater Morristown area. Consideration may be given to superior out-of-state students. Open to all years. Interior design majors only.

Zuckerman Family Scholarship. For fourth to fifth year students displaying outstanding academic achievement. Established in 1990 by Haim Zuckerman, a successful graduate of the School of Architecture in Atlanta.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

John M. Allen Mathematics Prize. Medal, to outstanding freshman mathematics student. Prize is determined by competitive examination.

College of Arts and Sciences Scholarships. This is a general award for students in the College of Arts and Sciences who have
demonstrated academic promise and financial need.

Bain-Swiggert Poetry Prize. For excellence in writing conventional forms of English poetry.
John H. Barrett Prize. Presented to the outstanding senior student.
Dr. Mary Ann Bass Memorial Scholarship Award. Dr. William Bass set up this award in his wife's memory, to help Cherokee Native Americans attending UT, Knoxville. Dr. Mary Ann Bass served as an officer in the Women's Medical Specialty Corps and was a dietitian at Ft. Knox, Kentucky and Walter Reed Army Hospital in Washington, DC from 1971 to 1992. She taught in the College of Human Ecology and the Department of Anthropology at UT, Knoxville, and worked for many years as a consultant to the Cherokee Tribal Council.

Henry and Jane Bertelkamp Scholarship. Henry Bertelkamp, a 1953 graduate of the University of Tennessee and President of Bertelkamp Automation, Inc. of Knoxville, Tennessee, and his wife, Jane, are long-time residents of Knoxville and supporters of the University of Tennessee. Students eligible to receive this award must be enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences, have a financial need and demonstrated successful academic performance.

Calvin A. Buehler Chemistry Scholarship Award. Awarded to an outstanding undergraduate chemistry major who plans to pursue chemistry as a career.

Eleanor R. Burke Award. For excellence in expository writing. Founded in honor of the daughter of a former head of the English department.

Captain Robert A. Burke Award. For excellence in English prose fiction. Founded in honor of the son of a former head of the English department.

Terry Burnette Memorial Award is given to a graduate art student based on need and portfolio submission.

James T. Chappell Award. This award was set up for Arts and Science students with preference given to those from western North Carolina. Financial need can be taken into account in the selection procedure.

Philanthal. Set up in honor of Mr. Philander P. Claxton, for whom the College of Education's building on UTK campus is named. Candidates must be graduating from the College of Arts and Sciences and planning to enroll in UTK's graduate education program from the required internship and be planning to teach in a Tennessee public school after receiving certification. The award is presented at the Arts and Science's Board of Visitors spring meeting.

Randall Cline Award. For writing an outstanding senior student's degree theses in mathematics.

James A. Cooley Mathematics Scholarship. Given to a mathematics major. Based on scholastic achievements and financial need. Special consideration for students interested in mathematics education.

Robert A. and Mary Neal Culver Scholarship Award. Awarded to Undergraduate Theatre Major.

William Desmond Scholarship in Performance Arts. Awarded to undergraduate/graduate students in performing arts.

Dorothy H. Dille Scholarship Awards are given to art majors in the following categories: outstanding undergraduate art history paper; study travel; purchase of materials; outstanding graduate art student; outstanding undergraduate art student; and cash awards for the Annual Student Art Competition.

Arnett A. Elliott Award. Established by the Department of Political Science to honor Arnett A. Elliott and his门户 in Political Theory. This award or scholarship is given to undergraduates for distinguished performance in Political Theory.

James O. and Minnie Elliott Memorial Scholarship. For "deserving and high ranking students" in any branch of Political Science.

The Buck Ewing Graduate and Undergraduate Awards are given to art students based on outstanding portfolios.

James Frederick Fields Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate Theatre Major.

Ralph Frost Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate/graduate Theatre Major.

T. H. and Jeanette Gillespie Scholarship. An award given to an undergraduate art major for an outstanding portfolio.

Ann Hight Gore Scholarship. Awarded to the English major who is judged the most outstanding student. Members of two honors courses, English 398 and 498.

Edgar G. Guenther Scholarship. For any student who resides in the City of Kingsport, Tennessee who is enrolled in the study of municipal government, management, planning or other related subjects.

Edward H. Hamilton Scholarship. Awarded to deserving initial teacher licensure students in Music Education.

James and Natalie Haslam Scholarship. James A. Haslam II and his wife, Natalie, set up the Haslam Scholarships at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville to attract outstanding students to the University. A total of twelve scholarships are to be funded each year with eight being in the College of Arts and Sciences and four in the College of Business Administration. There are to be two Haslam Scholars in each of the four classes (freshman, sophomore, junior and senior) in the College of Arts and Sciences. Students selected must be currently enrolled or have been admitted to UT, Knoxville, have a minimum high school grade point average of 2.5 with demonstrated financial need and demonstrated leadership ability. A minimum UTK grade point average of 3.0 is required, with a minimum of 12 hours carried each semester with satisfactory progress being made toward an undergraduate degree.

Maud Calloway Hays Scholarship. Variable scholarship to senior history major with special interest in U.S. history.

History Department Scholarship. Given to a history major with financial need.

John C. Hodges Merit Scholarships. Awarded annually to the top ten declared English majors. An additional scholarship is awarded to the top minority declared English major. Scholarships pay full tuition. Applications available spring semester.

D. Frank Holtman Award. Presented to a graduating senior for outstanding academic achievement in Italian.

Italian Studies Award. Established by the Italian division of Department of Romance Languages. Cash award to outstanding student in upper-division courses in Italian.

Charles E. Jett II Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to students who have been accepted in the College Scholar Program at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville and are in their junior or senior year. The award was set up by Lt. Col. Charles E. Jett in memory of his son, Charles E. Jett II, a former student at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Students are selected by President of the College of Arts and Sciences, and charter members of the College's Board of Visitors since 1979. The scholarship is awarded to students who have been accepted into the College Scholars Program and have demonstrated a broad financial need. The award is made during the Spring semester each year to a deserving junior or senior in the program. Applications are made to the current director of the program, Dr. Jack Reese.

The Charles W. Keenan General Chemistry Award. An annual award presented to the outstanding student enrolled in first year chemistry classes.

Knickerbocker Poetry Prize. For excellence in writing English poetry. Founded by the late Stephen L. Mooney in honor of a former head of the English Department.

Senior Latin Foundation Prize. Established by friends of the classics. Cash award, to member of senior Latin class showing greatest proficiency in the course.

Lucille and Herbert Lee Mathematics Scholarships. Given to mathematics majors for academic excellence.

John R. and Sarah N. Long Scholarship. The Long Scholarship was established by John R. Long II and Susan Long in memory of their parents who both received degrees from UTK. Students who have demonstrated superior academic performance by maintaining at least a 3.0 grade point average, who are involved in extracurricular activities and community services, and are pursuing Arts and Science degrees are eligible for this award.

J.P. and Gladys Maples Scholarship. J.P. and Gladys Maples set up the Maples Scholarship Endowment Fund to honor their children, Kaye Maples Cooper, Joyce Maples Moore, Dianne Maples Forry and James Ronald Maples, all of whom are graduates of the University of Tennessee and who are married to UT graduates. The scholarship will rotate between the Colleges of Arts and Sciences (1995 through 1999), Education (1999 through 2001), and Business (2001-2003) with the cycle continuing every eight years. Recipients will need to show evidence of motivation by working for part of their school expenses, be enrolled at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville as juniors or seniors and have a minimum of 2.5 with demonstrated financial need.

James Marable Award. The Marable Award was set up in memory of Dr. James H. Marable who received his Ph.D. in physics...
from UT, Knoxville in 1967. He and his wife, Barbara Davidson Marable, founded the Knox-
ville Symphony Youth Orchestra and he was con-
ductor of the Johnson City Symphony for ten
years, as well as the assistant conductor of the
Oak Ridge Symphony for many years. The
Marable Scholarship is open to UTK students
who have demonstrated successful academic
performance and are enrolled in the depart-
ment of Music, Physics or Computer Science.

Charles T. McClung Prizes. Cash prizes
to junior and senior Speech Communication
majors for excellence in compositions pertinent
to the speech discipline.

Louise Carr McClure Scholarship. Estab-
lished for undergraduate students in
the Humanities with preference to Philosophy
majors.

Mrs. J. Harvey Mathis Tennessee DAR
American History Scholarship. Given to a
woman student selected by the Department of
History.

A.D. Melavan-Rhenium Scholarships.
For students in the Bachelor of Science in
Chemistry curriculum. Established from funds
obtained by the sale of rhenium metal and
rhenium compounds prepared by procedures
devised by Professor A.D. Melaven. Cash awards
given each term to outstanding students.

J. Owen Moss Scholarship. The fund was
set up for Arts and Science students who have
demonstrated successful academic perfor-
mance, a financial need, a high moral charac-
ter and willingness to secure a college
education through hard work and patience.

Native American Studies Scholarship.
This award was set up by Mr. and Mrs. Dale J.
Roberto for students majoring in Anthropology
with an emphasis in Native American Studies
and/or undergraduate students of Native
American origin who are currently enrolled in
the College of Arts and Sciences or who have
been admitted to the University of Tennessee.
The recipient shall have demonstrated suc-
cessful academic performance.

Alvin Nielsen College Scholar-
ship Award. The Alvin Nielsen College Schol-
arship Award was established in 1977 on the occasion of Dr. Nielsen’s retire-
ment as Dean of the College of Legal Arts.
Dr. Nielsen was very proud of the College
Scholars Program which was first implemented
during his tenure as Dean. This program was
designed to meet the needs of superior, highly
motivated and creative students. The scholar-
ship is available to students in the College
Scholars major who are rising juniors or seniors.
Applications are submitted each Spring Se-
mester and are announced at the annual
Spring dinner. Judged by faculty members
who work with the program, selection is made
on the basis of the curriculum and grade point
average, the student’s educational objectives,
and recommendations by the Scholar’s faculty
advisor and another faculty member.

Opening Night Club Scholarships.
Awarded to undergraduate and upperclassmen
and graduate students. Must be a Theatre
Major. Demonstrated successful need.

Paula and Joseph Peeden Scholarship
Award. The Paula and Joseph Peeden
Scholarship Award was established by the
Dr. Joseph Peeden to provide scholarship assistance for deserving students in the College of Arts
and Sciences at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville. Dr. Joseph Peeden is a
pediatrician in private practice in Knoxville and
maintains an active research program in genet-
ics at the University of Tennessee Medical
Center, while Dr. Paula Peeden is an OB/GYN
in Knoxville. Both received undergraduate de-
grees from UT, Knoxville and received their MD degrees from UT, Memphis College of
Medicine. Students who have demonstrated
successful academic performance and who
have a financial need are considered for this
award, while extracurricular activities and com-
mitment service are also taken into consider-
ation. A $1,000 award is made each year to a
deserving student who has plans to enter the
field of medicine.

Larry Ratner Scholarship. Set up by the
Board of Visitors, staff, and faculty of the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences to honor Dr. Ratner
for his contributions to the university’s music
program during his tenure as Dean in 1996.
This scholarship is open to graduate and senior
music majors.

Nina Ratner Memorial Scholarship.
The Nina Ratner Memorial Scholarship was set
up by Dr. Larry Ratner, Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, in memory of his late wife.
Mrs. Ratner was a patron of the arts in the
East Tennessee area. Students who are in the
College of Arts and Sciences, majoring in the
arts or humanities, and who show academic
promise and financial need are eligible to apply
for the award.

Judson H. Robertson Award in Analyti-
cal Chemistry. Established by friends of the late Professor
Robertson. Given to a student with highest
scholastic average in sophomore analytical
chemistry course of his retirement from the
Deanship in 1996. The scholarship is given to
graduate and senior chemistry majors.

Bernadotte Schmitt History Scholar-
ships. Two scholarships for academic excel-
ence and one based on financial need. History
majors only.

Conor D. Schmitt Scholarships. Given
to mathematics majors for academic excellence.

Mary Louise Seliaz is an award given to
an undergraduate art major for an outstanding
portfolio.

Caesar and Edith Stair Music Education
Fund. Awarded to junior or senior initial
music licensure students in Music Education.

Ruth Stephens Award in International
Relations and International Law. Established
by the late Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Hardly, Knox-
ville. Given to the student showing greatest
knowledge of international relations or inter-
national law.

Ruth Stephens History Scholarship.
Given to history major for academic excellence.

Tau Sigma Delta Bronze Medal. The
Bronze Medal is awarded to the outstanding
senior design project each year. The Architec-
tural Honor Society, Tau Sigma Delta, organ-
izes the selection of this award. Meritorious
thesis projects are nominated by the faculty
and by fifth-year students. These nominees
are judged by a panel of jurors from the archi-
tectural profession. The paper will be dis-
played with the Letters of Excellence winners
in the summer following graduation.

Carl A. Vines Jr. Scholarship. Awarded
to a Jr./Sr. Theatre major with demonstrated suc-
cessful academic and creative promise (every
other year).

Margaret A. Woodruff Creative Writing
Award. This award was initiated by Coach
Robert Woodruff, former University of Tennes-
see Athletics Director, in memory of his late
wife, Margaret Woodruff. For those undergradu-
ate Arts and Sciences students who have a
minimum of a 2.5 grade point average and
demonstrate outstanding writing ability through
an announced competition. Competitions are
usually held each Spring semester.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

Accounting Development Scholarship.
Monies awarded to Accounting students when
available.

Accounting General Scholarship Fund.
Monies awarded to Accounting students when
available.

American Marketing Association
Scholarship. Senior majoring in Marketing.

American Society of Women Account-
ants Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate
to senior majoring in Accounting.

Bible-Niemann Student Development
Award. Student award.

Carey and Joan Brown Scholarship.
Preference is to students from Davidson, Knox
or Hamilton Counties in Tennessee.

Rhea and Ada Burns Scholarship. Awarded
to an entering freshman who graduated in the
upper twenty-five percent of his/her class.

Carolina Freight Carriers Scholarship.
Students majoring in Transportation.

David Chambers Memorial Scholarship.
Awarded to a student majoring in Statistics.

College of Business Administration
General Scholar. Monies awarded to students
when available.

College of Business Minority Scholar-
ship. Monies awarded to minority students
when available.

Coopers and Lybrand—New Venture
Analysis in Accounting. Named for the
company of year award.

CPA Auxiliary Accounting Scholarship.
Awarded to Accounting students.

Howell C. Curtis Memorial Scholarship.
Awarded to a senior majoring in Finance.

Kenneth L. Dahlberg Memorial Scholar-
ship. Junior or senior majoring in Accounting.

Delta Nu Alpha Scholarship in Trans-
portation. Students majoring in Logistics and
Transportation.

Robert R. Dince Memorial Scholarship in
Finance. Awarded to students in Finance.

Dow Chemical Scholarship. Awards for

Logistics and Transportation students.

David C. Duckett Scholarship in Marketing. Must be a junior or senior majoring in Marketing with a GPA minimum of 2.75.

DuPont Minority Scholarship in Accounting. Awarded annually to a rising sophomore who is admitted to a major in the College of Business Administration.

Jack G. Frazier Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate business students with preference given to those students from Jackson, Tennessee area.

James H. Healy TEDP Scholarship. Established by participants in the Tennessee Executive Development Program.

Mr. and Mrs. Jeff L. Hemphill Scholarship. Awarded to a student who has demonstrated outstanding academic achievement.

Home Federal Bank of Tennessee Scholarship. Preference is given to students from counties served by Home Federal Bank (Knox, Anderson, Blount and Sevier) entering freshmen with ACT scores between 23-28 (or SAT of 1050-1260).

J.J.B. Hillard and W.L. Lyons Scholarship. Junior or senior majoring in Management.

John Fred Holly, Jr. A memorial scholarship endowed by parents. Awarded annually to a rising junior or senior.

John F. Humphrey Metal Fabricators, Inc. Awarded to a student from Knox County majoring in Logistics.

Insurance Scholarship. Students from Tennessee in the Finance Department.

George Reynolds Bachelor Scholarship in Business. Preference given to students who have demonstrated financial need and who reside in the following counties: Blount, Bradley, Grundy, Hamilton, Loudon, Marion, McMinn, Meigs, Monroe, Polk, Rhea, and Sequatchie in Tennessee and or Catoosa, Bledsoe, Bradley, Bledsoe, Blount, and Sequatchie Counties.

Edward E. Judy Scholarship. Seniors in Accounting.

Mack E. Kiger Scholarship in Accounting. Awarded to a Junior or Senior accounting major with outstanding academic achievement.

E. Ward King Scholarship. Recipient must be a junior.

Knoxville Community Housing Resource Board Minority Scholarship. Established through grant from HUD for minority students in Finance.

Guy L. Lachaine Memorial Award. Award given to Accounting students.

Thomas S. Lewis, Jr. Scholarship. Award given to Accounting students.

given to Accounting students.

Mike Littlejohn Minority Scholarship. Open to Tennessee African-American students in College of Business.

The James F. Lyle, CLU Insurance Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate or graduate students majoring in Marketing with a GPA minimum of 2.75.

G.W. McCall, Sr. Scholarship. College of Business students with outstanding GPA.

Lloyd S. McCulloch Scholarship. Awarded annually to a business student.

Mr. and Mrs. James Miller Scholarship. Awards made to Marketing students.

Anne Y. and Herman L. Modlin Scholarship. Awarded to a full-time student.

Fulton Beverly Moore, III Memorial Real Estate Scholarship. Preference will be given to students from Lamar, Campbell and Marshall counties.

Robert M. Moore, Sr. Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate majors majoring in Logistics.

Check and Ena Neel Scholarship. Preference given to undergraduate students who are first generation college students.

Thomas P. Nelson Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to a full-time undergraduate student.

Pan Energy Corp. Must have a high ACT/SAT score and high school G.P.A.

Ken and Wanda Patton Scholarship/Fellowship in Finance. This is available to undergraduate or graduate students enrolled in the master’s degree program.

Phillips Petroleum Transportation Scholarship. Preference given to students majoring in Transportation.

Pilot Oil Corporation Minority Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate students majoring in Logistics.

Belah Collins Post Scholarship in Economics. Students must be majors in Economics.

Octavia McNair Post Scholarship in Economics. Students must be majors in Economics.

Procter and Gamble Alumni Scholarship. Preference given to outstanding students.

Quaker Oats Minority Scholarship. Awarded to a minority student intending to major in Logistics.


Refresments, Inc., Undergraduate Scholarship. Preference will be given to students from Jackson, Tennessee area.

Rosemary Snyder Rousch Scholarship. Preference will be given to students from Jackson, Tennessee area.

Milton and Ruth Schlottmann Scholarship in Business. Preference will be given to students with outstanding academic achievement.

Given to students with outstanding academic achievement.

Robert C. Schutt, Jr. Scholarship. Awarded to a Junior or Senior majoring in Logistics and Transportation who intends to pursue a career in transportation or rigging.

Must have a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate leadership potential/character through extracurricular activities.

Emile Seilaz Scholarship. Recipient must maintain a 2.50 average.

Michael Shaffer Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate, full-time CBA students with outstanding academic scholarship.

Financial need may also be considered.

Shelby Accounting Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate students majoring in accounting in their junior or senior years who plan to pursue a career in accounting.

Successful academic performance with emphasis in oral and written communication skills.

Financial need may also be considered.

Shell Oil Undergraduate Awards. Used to assist undergraduate business students who are U.S. citizens or have permanent resident visas.

Betsy and Toby C. Silberman Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate, full-time Finance majors.

Preference given to students with a concentration in insurance.

Outstanding scholastic achievement.

Financial need may also be considered.


William B. Stokely, Jr. Scholarship. Primary consideration given to students from Cooke, Monroe or Loudon counties.

Joe Sullivan, III Scholarship. Awarded to students majoring in Logistics.

Suntrust Bank Scholarship in Finance. Awarded to undergraduates in Finance.

Tennessee Undergraduate Scholarship in Business. Awarded to undergraduate business majors who are Tennessee high school graduates with outstanding scholastic achievement.

Financial need may also be considered.

Daniel H. Testerman Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to a junior or senior majoring in Finance, who has an interest in Real Estate.

Charles Thigpen Scholarship in Statistics. Monies awarded to Statistics students when available.

Stephen R. Trotter Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to undergraduate majors majoring in Logistics.

Dean Frank B. Ward Memorial Scholarship. Awarded annually to an Economics major.

James A. Watson Scholarship in Marketing.

Recipient must be a major in Marketing.

William Way, Jr. Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to students with financial need who are Transportation majors.

John and Wanda Wisecarver Scholarship. Awarded to students with outstanding scholastic achievement.
Ronald Wolfe Scholarship Fund. Monies awarded to Economics students when available.

Singleton Wolfe Scholarship. Awarded to an undergraduate Accounting major who shall be a member in good standing of the Alpha Lambda Chapter or Beta Alpha Psi.

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATIONS

Advertising Scholarship Fund. Given to one or more juniors or seniors in the Department of Advertising based on academic achievement and professional promise.

Alpha Epsilon Rho Scholarship. For a junior, senior or graduate student in broadcast- ing with a minimum of 3.0 GPA in recognition of merit, radio-television-film studies and financial need.

Karl and Madira Bickel Scholarships. Freshman, upperclass and doctoral scholar- ships. Open to all students showing academic performance (3.5 or better), professional promise, and need.

Zack Binkleymemorial Scholarship. Given to an undergraduate or graduate student in news-editorial journalism with a minimum 3.0 GPA in recognition of outstanding professional promise.

Lowell Blanchard Scholarship. Given to a full-time rising junior or senior Broadcasting student with a minimum 3.0 GPA. Recipient will have distinguished her/himself in curricular or extracurricular Broadcasting activities.

The Bohan Scholarships. Given to adver- tising students based on academic perfor- mance and financial need.

Amanda M. Bonham Journalism Award. Given to an outstanding entering freshman, majoring in journalism, and graduate of a Tennessee high school.

Frederick T. Bonham Journalism Award. Given to an outstanding entering freshman, majoring in journalism, and graduate of a Tennesseehigh school.

Tutt and Elizabeth Bradford Scholarship in Advertising. Awarded to juniors or seniors majoring in advertising.

Tutt and Elizabeth Bradford Scholarship in Journalism. Awarded to juniors or seniors majoring in journalism.

Broadcasting Scholarship. Given to graduate or undergraduate students in the Department of Broadcasting who have demon- strated outstanding academic achievement and professional promise.

Janet Fay Breazeale Scholarship. Given to an undergraduate student in the School of Journalism with a minimum 3.0 GPA.

Nat P. Caldwell Journalism Scholarship. Given to a junior or senior in the School of Journalism who has demonstrated high standards of professional conduct and concern for the public welfare.

Josephine Chambers Scholarship. Given to an outstanding undergraduate in the Depart- ment of Advertising.

Myron G. Chambers Scholarships. To one or more outstanding undergraduates in the Department of Advertising.

Coca-Cola Minority Scholarship. Awarded to gifted minority students in Commu- nications with a minimum of 3.0 GPA and taking into consideration financial need.

Charles B. Davis Scholarship. Given to an outstanding rising senior in the Department of Advertising.

Frank Gorrill/Jamison Bedding Scholar- ship. Given to a full-time graduate or under- graduate student who demonstrates a strong work ethic and persistence both in and outside of the classroom.

Alex Haley/Playboy Interview Scholar- ship in Magazine Journalism. Given to an upcoming junior, senior or master’s degree student majoring in journalism with a minimum 3.0 GPA, based on academic performance, professional promise and financial need.

Julian and Virginia Harriss Memorial Scholarship. Given to an outstanding student in the School of Journalism who has an inter- est in a career in public relations.

John P. Hart Scholarship in Broadcast- ing. Given to an undergraduate student in the Department of Broadcasting who has demon- strated outstanding academic achievement.

Michael Steven Head Memorial Scholar- ship. Given to a non-traditional undergraduate student from a small high school in Tennessee or Kentucky based on financial need.

Donald G. Hileman Scholarship. Given to an outstanding junior or senior in the College of Communications who displays outstanding professional promise.

Darrel W. Holt Scholarship. Given to graduate or undergraduate students in the Department of Broadcasting who have demon- strated outstanding academic achievement and professional promise.

Richard Joel Scholarship. Given to stu- dents in Advertising.

Sally Holder Johnson Memorial Scholar- ship. Given to students who had begun study at the University of Tennessee or another institu- tion and have chosen to enter the University of Tennessee after a period of time to pursue studies in the College of Communications and choose to pursue a graduate degree.

Holt/Howard Broadcasting Scholarship. Given to a full-time senior student in the broadcasting program with a minimum 3.0 GPA, based on academic performance, profes- sional promise and financial need.

Journalism Faculty Scholarship. Given to an outstanding junior or senior in the School of Journalism.

Nellie D. Kenyon Journalism Scholar- ship. Given to a female Tennessee resident in the School of Journalism who has an interest in a career in newspaper work.

Bernard King Communications Scholar- ship. Awarded to an outstanding African- American undergraduate or graduate Communications student with a minimum 3.0 GPA and taking into consideration need.

Knoxville Advertising Federation. Awarded to an undergraduate student in advertising.

The Knoxville News-Sentinel Journalism Scholarship. Given to one or more students in the School of Journalism who have shown exceptional professional promise and are committed to newspaper journalism.

John M. Lain Public Relations Award. Given to an outstanding junior or senior in the School of Journalism who shows the greatest promise in public relations.

Kelly Leiter Scholarship. Given to an out- standing student in the School of Journalism who has an interest in news and public affairs journalism.

Hubert H. and Mary Helen Longmire Journalism Award. Given to a junior or senior news/editorial student to help defray job search internship costs.

Edward J. Meeman International Commu- nications Fellowships. Given to two out- standing graduate students from other countries.

Memphis Gridiron Show Scholarship. Given to a student from the Memphis area who is a news-editorial major from the sponsors of the annual gridiron show.

Chester A. Molley Memorial Scholarship. Given to an outstanding member of the staff of student publications.

David F. Mould Scholarship in Journal- ism. Awarded to an in-state undergraduate student in broadcast-journalism major with a minimum 3.0 GPA and financial need. Preference is given to cur- rent or former Daily Beacon staff members.

Lindsey Nelson Scholarship. Given to an outstanding junior or senior in the Department of Broadcasting with an interest in sports broadcast.

Outstanding Advertising Student Award. Given to an outstanding senior or graduate in Department of Advertising.

The Francis “Red” O’Donnell Scholar- ship. Given to an entering freshman who has graduated from an accredited Tennessee High School and who is committed to a career in print journalism.

Ernie Pyle Award. Given to the outstand- ing student in the new-editorial sequence in the School of Journalism.

Sammie Lynn Puett Award. Given to outstanding student in the public relations sequence in the School of Journalism.

W.F. “Rex” Raney Scholarship. Given to an outstanding Broadcasting student pursuing a news/public affairs curriculum.

Reeder-Siler Graduate Fellowship. Given to graduate students in Communications with a minimum of 3.0 GPA and taking into consider- ation financial aid.

Tom Siler Scholarship. Given to an out- standing junior or senior in the School of Journalism who has an interest in a career in news-editorial journalism.

Society of Professional Journalists Scholarships. Given by East Tennessee professional chapter of SPJ to a junior major- ing in news-editorial journalism or broadcasting news/public affairs. Funds are raised by the chapter’s annual Front Page Follies.

The Knoxville News-Sentinel Advertising Scholarship. Given to one or more students in Department of Advertising who have shown exceptional professional promise.


Tom Sweeten Memorial Journalism Scholarship. Given to an undergraduate student in the School of Journalism with a minimum 3.0 GPA based on professional promise.

Claude A. Tomlinson Scholarship. Given to a junior or senior in the Department of Broadcasting, Tennessee resident preferred.

Escar Thompson Memorial Scholarship. Given to an upcoming senior in the School of Journalism who has exhibited outstanding professional promise.

The Charles P. Tombras Sr. Scholarship. Given to a student majoring in advertising who demonstrates strong professional promise and who has an interest in the creative function in advertising.

Willis C. Tucker Scholarship Award. Given by Society of Professional Journalists. Silver bowl or key to graduating senior with highest academic average.

Georgiana Fry Vines Scholarship. Given to a student with a minimum 3.0 G.P.A., who has demonstrated professional promise by...
having distinguished him/herself in curricular or extracurricular journalistic activities.

Horace V. Wells Jr. Scholarship. Given to an outstanding student in the School of Journalism based on professional promise.

Leslie Meredith Williams Scholarship. Given to a senior in journalism major interested in a career in newspaper graphic arts.

Richard Worden Scholarship. Given to an outstanding Journalism student.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

J. Clayton Arnold Teacher Training Scholarship. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns from southern states who are seeking initial teacher licensure.

Max B. and Lalla B. Arnstein Scholarship. Awarded to meritorious and deserving teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure who are graduates of Knox County, Tennessee high schools.

Kitty and William Beaasley Teacher-Intern Fellowship. Awarded to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure who are from Williamson County.

Edna M. and K.M. Benson Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to teachers from Rhea County High School.

Jamiie Irene Bradley Memorial Scholarship in Elementary Education. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure in Elementary Education who graduated from a Tennessee high school.

Ethan Beecher and Lois Roark Bridges Scholarship in Elementary Education. Awarded to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure in Elementary Education who are from Hawkins County.

Dr. Betty Broman Textbook Scholarship. Awarded to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure in Elementary Education.

Paul C. Burns Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure in Elementary Education.

College of Education Alumni Scholarship Fund. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure.

Billie Cannon DeMont Graduate Scholarship. Awarded to a deserving full-time masters or doctoral level student in Educational Leadership.

Fitzgerald Scholars. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure.

The Billie Grace Goodrich Scholarship Fund. Awarded to a fifth-year teacher intern seeking initial teacher licensure who is from Gibson County.

Dr. Lillian L. Gore Scholarship Endowment in Elementary Education. Awarded to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure in Elementary Education.

Ernie G. Graff Scholarship. Awarded to a deserving doctoral student in Educational Leadership.

Orin B. Graff Scholarship. Awarded to a deserving full-time doctoral student in Educational Leadership.

Helen Giffin Headlee Memorial Scholarship. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure who are from Louden County.

Richard J. Hincke Scholarship. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure.

A.W. Hobt Memorial Scholarship Fund. Awarded to Graduate Teaching Associates in the Physical Education Activity Program.

Harry and Mary Hudson Scholarship. Awarded to a deserving student in the Human Services Program.

Gippie Jones Scholarship Endowment Fund. Preference given to an initial teacher licensure freshman from Cumberland County.

Helen Carter Murray Scholarship. Awarded to student enrolled in the master's degree program in school counseling.

Charles M. Peccolo Scholarship. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure.

Ralph F. Quares Scholarship. Awarded to deserving graduate students in Educational Leadership.


Andrew Charles Robinson Memorial Scholarship. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure in either Elementary Education or Special Education.

Scott County Intern Scholarship Fund. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure who are from Cocke, Monroe, or Louden Counties.


Charles Whiteside Memorial Scholarship Fund. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure.

Louise Manning Wiley Fellowship. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure.

A. Paul Wishart, Sr. Science Scholarship. Preference given to student entering the Doctor of Education degree program in school counseling.

Dr. Richard W. Yoakley Fellowship. Awarded to graduates in the School of Psychology, who teach at one of the College's Professional Development Schools.

Dr. A. Paul Wishart, Sr. Science Scholarship. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure in either Elementary Education or Special Education.

Scott County Intern Scholarship Fund. Preference given to fifth-year teacher interns seeking initial teacher licensure who are from Cocke, Monroe, or Louden Counties.


Dr. Richard W. Yoakley Fellowship. Awarded to students in the school psychology program who are residents of Knox County.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Allen and Hoshall Engineering Scholarship. Awarded to students from a Tennessee high school enrolled or admitted in civil, mechanical or electrical engineering on the basis of academic performance and leadership.

American Chemical Society. East Tennessee Section of American Chemical Society offers an award each year to an outstanding senior in chemical engineering.

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Award of one-year membership to a student whose performance scholastically and in branch activities has been outstanding.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers Professional Achievement Award. Given to a chemical engineering senior who has contributed most to the student chapter. Name engraved on permanent plaque. Also certificate.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers Award. Given to chemical engineering junior who attained highest scholastic average in first two years of the program.

American Society of Civil Engineers Donald Mattern Award. Given to civil engineering student for outstanding contribution to the department.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers Award and certificate presented each year to a member of the student section for outstanding contribution to the department and the University.

Joel F. Bailey Award. Award by Tennessee Section of American Chemical Society to the student in mechanical and aerospace engineering graduating with the highest scholastic record.

Joel F. Bailey Scholarship. Given to a freshman in mechanical engineering.

Boeing Company Scholarship. Awarded annually to an outstanding junior in either aerospace, electrical or mechanical engineering.

Herschel and Louise Brand Scholarship. Given to a co-op student who is at least a junior with successful academic performance.

Fred D. Brown, Jr. Minority Scholarship. Preferably awarded to African American sophomore-senior leaders.

J. Callaway Scholarship. Given to civil engineering students.

Chopra Family Scholarship. Awarded preferably to chemical engineering students on the basis of financial need and academic performance.

Alan Rice Cox Scholarship. Awarded to an upperclassman with financial need, above average academic standing and high moral character.

Hugo Colditz Memorial Scholarship. A four-year award for TN resident who is a leader with high academic standing.

Robert and Evelyn Condra Scholarship. Given to a student with financial need and successful academic performance.

Albert H. Cooper Memorial Scholarship Award. Annual award by the Alpha Chi Sigma Educational Foundation to an outstanding chemical engineering senior. Certificate and cash award.

Grace O. Davis Scholarship. Given to electrical engineering sophomore-senior with emphasis in electronics from selected Tennessee counties.

Charles H. Dean Scholarship. Scholarship established to honor Charles H. “Chili” Dean. Given to a student from east Tennessee with financial need, successful academic performance, leadership and community service.

Nathan W. Dougherty Scholarship. Established to honor Dr. Nathan W. Dougherty, former dean of the College of Engineering. Awarded to an upperclassman.

Dow Outstanding Junior Award. Annual award by the Dow Chemical Company to an outstanding junior in chemical engineering. Cash scholarship and name inscribed on permanent plaque.

Eastland Family Scholarship. Preference given to Overton County residents attending Livingston Academy, then to Overton County students.
residents, Putnam County residents and then Tennessee residents with outstanding potential.

Kenneth M. Elliott Chemical Engineering Scholarship. Awarded annually to a chemical engineering student who demonstrates both academic ability and leadership.

ETA Kappa Nu Scholarship. Awarded to excellent engineering, second semester sophomore taking or having completed circuits course.

Charles Edward Ferris Scholarship. Given to an upperclassman with good academic standing and demonstrated leadership skills.

Finner Family Scholarship. An annual scholarship awarded to one or more engineering students in memory of Mr. Glenn Finner, former engineering instructor, and his family.

Walter Welch Gentry Scholarship. Given to engineering student with financial need.

Henry C. Goodrich Scholarship. Supports engineering co-op students.

William and Pat Grecco Scholarship. Supports civil engineering students who are members of Chi Epsilon.

Henry A. Haensler Engineering Scholarship. Awarded annually to a sophomore or more engineering students in memory of Mr. Haensler.

Urban and Susan Hilger Scholarship. Given to electrical engineering student who is at least a sophomore.

Hughes Hall Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to a co-op student with good academic standing.

John D. Harper Scholarship. Preference given to an electrical engineering student from Blount County, TN.

S.T. Harris Scholarship. Given to electrical engineering student with strong commitment to success.

Eunice Hinkle Biomedical Engineering Scholarship. Scholarship honors Eunice Hinkle who spent 25 years working with faculty and students in engineering science and mechanics as department secretary and staff supervisor. Awarded to a junior or senior with outstanding academics and a biomedical focus.

Ina B. Howard Engineering Scholarship. Awarded to a civil engineering major from Giles County.

James L. Howard. Preference given to Giles County residents.

Michael James Memorial Scholarship. Scholarship started in memory of Michael James, former student in the College of Engineering. Annual award to a successful junior or senior in mechanical engineering. Name added to permanent plaque.

Homer F. Johnson Chemical Engineering Scholarship. Awarded annually to an outstanding incoming chemical engineering freshman. Covers in-state fees for freshman year.

W. Crawford Jordan, Jr. Scholarship. This scholarship was begun in honor of Mr. Jordan who earned a B.S. degree in electrical engineering at UT and was a native of Memphis. Recipient must be a resident of Shelby County.

Dwight and Gloria Kessel Scholarship. Scholarship awarded to a sophomore or junior in industrial engineering with preference given to materials handling and/or warehousing.

Kimberly Clark Chemical Engineering Scholarship. Annual award by Kimberly Clark Company to outstanding chemical engineering junior or sophomore.

Robert and Allienne Lay Scholarship. Awarded to an electrical engineering student who is a resident of East Tennessee.

W.O. Leffell Scholarship. Awarded to an electrical engineering undergraduate or graduating student.

Colonel Samuel H. Lockett Engineering Scholarship. Awarded annually to one or more engineering students in memory of Colonel Lockett, Professor of Engineering and Mechanics at the University of Tennessee and designer of the base and pedestal on which the Statue of Liberty rests.

Martin Company Scholarship. Awarded to a freshman or rising sophomore on basis of academic record and potential to leadership in the field.

Materials Science and Engineering Outstanding Senior Award. Given to student with best combination of academic achievement, potential and potential for leadership in the field. Name on permanent departmental plaque.

Edgar Wyman McCall Scholarship. Awarded to a junior or senior in electrical engineering on the basis of academic achievement and financial need.

Billy J. and Sylvia F. Moore Scholarship. Preference given to a senior co-op electrical engineering student.

Herman Morris Scholarship. Preference given to sophomore or junior mechanical or aerospace engineering student who achieve academic success and are community leaders.

Len and Nancy Neubert Scholarship. College wide award.

Randall K. Nutt Scholarship. Scholarship established by the family of Randall Nutt in his memory. Randall was killed in a motorcycle accident on Cumberland Ave. while a student at UT. The award is given with preference to electrical engineering students from Farragut High School, Knoxville, Ooltewah High School or Hohenwald High School.

Pasqua Scholarship. Given to outstanding students majoring in nuclear engineering.

Joseph Penland Scholarship. Given to a junior or senior who has demonstrated promise by research, internship or co-op.

Donald and Bette Pitts Scholarship. Given to a mechanical and aerospace engineering student with demonstrated leadership.

Powell Alumni Engineering Scholarship. Given to a Powell High School graduate based on academic, curricular and financial need.

Rachef Scholarship. Given to materials science student based on academics.

Leonard and Betty Shealy Scholarship. Awarded to an electrical engineering student.

E.D. Shipley Scholarship. Given on the basis of financial need and academics.


Charles Francis Shultz Scholarship. Awarded to an upperclassman who is a resident of Tennessee or Kentucky based on financial hardship and academics.

Burton B. Simcox Chemical Engineering Scholarship. Awarded annually to an outstanding incoming chemical engineering freshman. Covers in-state fees for freshman year.

Spickard Family Scholarship. Awarded to a full-time student with financial need and good academic performance.

E. Eugene Stansbury Scholarship. Given to a student with strong science and engineering based on contribution to the science of metallurgy and/or potential for such contribution.

Tau Beta Pi Outstanding Senior Award. Given by the Tennessee Alpha Chapter. Recognition of a senior in engineering who displays outstanding service, leadership and scholarship. Name on plaque, cash award.

J.W. Lonas/TN Road Builders Scholarship. Civil engineering students get priority for award and is based on academics and financial need.

J. Mac Tucker Outstanding Senior Award. Recognition by the Student Section of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers of the outstanding senior in the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. Award is based on leadership, scholarship and service. Name on plaque.

University of Tennessee Book and Supply Store Award. An electronic calculator awarded each term chosen by departmental committees in rotation. Given to an upperclassman on the basis of need and demonstrated academic performance.

Anthony L. Vest Scholarship. Awarded to students from Dobyns-Bennett High School, Kingsport, Tennessee, or other Kingsport high schools.

Frederick B. Vreeland Scholarship. Awarded to industrial engineering students on the basis of character and academics.

Charles Weaver Engineering and Band Scholarship. Awarded to a freshman enrolled in engineering and The Pride of the Southland Marching Band. Available for four years with successful academic performance.

H.L. Weissberg Memorial Award. An annual award given by the department to an outstanding senior major in engineering science. Letter of recognition, plaque.

John H. Winstead Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to student with high academic standing and financial need.

Arthur Brownlow Wood Memorial Scholarship. Given on the basis of academic achievement and financial need.

COLLEGE OF HUMAN ECOLOGY

Ida A. Anders Scholarship. Awarded to graduate students in Retailing and Consumer Sciences and Textile Sciences.

Dorothy H. Barton Scholarship. Awarded to an outstanding junior in all majors except hotel and restaurant administration.

Margaret Cornelia “Connie” Rankin Brock Scholarship. Awarded to a freshman with preference going to a student from McMinn or Polk Counties.

Catherine Burton Chi Omega Scholarship. Awarded to junior women.

Campbell County Farm Bureau Scholarship. Awarded to a student in Human Ecology or Agriculture.

Edward C. and Catherine D. Cifers Scholarship. Awarded to students in all majors.

Commercial Interiors Entrepreneurial Scholarships. Student in any Human Ecology major must exhibit an entrepreneurial spirit as evidenced through work experience and extra-curricular activities.

Nellie Crooks Award. Award to an outstanding student.

Elia J. Day Scholarship. Awarded to a rising junior or senior in Child and Family Studies.

Frank and Ruth Liggett DeFries Scholarship. Awarded to a human ecology student annually.

General Human Ecology Scholarship Fund. Awarded to upperclassman or graduate in the College of Human Ecology.
Goody's Family Clothing Scholarship in Retailing. Awarded to students who are outstanding in Retail and Consumer Sciences.

June Gorski Endowment for graduate students in Public Health.

Green Family Scholarship. For needy Child and Family Studies majors from Anderson County.

Irene Hill Greene and Condon L. Greene Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to student from Tennessee.

Ann McGuire Grooms, M.D. Scholarship. Awarded to students entering the junior or senior year of study.

Joseph K. Hach Family Scholarship. Awarded to hotel and restaurant administration students.

Helen Sharp Hakala Scholarship. Awarded to an outstanding Human Ecology student.

Jessie W. Harris Scholarship. Awarded to junior and senior with highest scholastic records.

Ruth Huemmemann Fellowship. For graduate students in Public Health Nutrition.

Fred Hurst Scholarship. Awarded to students in all majors.

Buford and Beatrice Irwin Scholarship. Awarded to students from Claiborne and Rutherford Counties.

Jefferson County Cooperative Scholarship in Agriculture. Shared with Agriculture.

Edith N. Jessop Scholarship. Awarded to deserving students in Recreation and Leisure Studies.

Kappa Omicron Nu. Awarded by the home economics honor fraternity.

Knoxville A La Carte Scholarship.

Awarded to students in Hotel and Restaurant Administration.

Leisowshn Fellowships. Endowed by Frederick Lewisohn. Ten, variable.

Inez Lovelace and Laveria Lovelace McKenney Scholarship. Awarded to an outstanding Human Ecology student.

Dr. James D. Marsh Memorial Scholarship Fund. Awarded to deserving junior or senior initial teacher licensure students in Technology Education.

Nancy McClary McAllister and Lewis W. McAllister Scholarship. Awarded to graduate or undergraduate students majoring in Child and Family Studies.

Jacquelyn Hobbs McInnis Family and Consumer Sciences Internship Award. Awarded to a student enrolled in the secondary school internship program.

Bernadine Meyer Professional Development Fund. Awarded to students enrolled in any major in the College of Human Ecology.

Clarence Hillman Moody Scholarship. Awarded to a student from Carroll or Henry County.

Sylvia and Bill Moore Scholarship. Awarded to a senior in child and family studies.

James D. and Monica Moran Awards. For graduate students in Human Ecology.

Nutrition Memorial and Honor Scholarship. Travel award for department majors.

Martha L. Peters Scholar Scholarship. Awarded to deserving student in Recreation and Leisure Studies.

Geradine M. Piper Fellowship. Awarded to a graduate student in Public Health Nutrition.

Eleanor M. Pratt Human Ecology Scholarship. Awarded to students enrolled in any major in the College of Human Ecology.

D.W. Proffitt Foundation Scholarship. Awarded to retiring majors.

Harwell Proffitt Scholarship. For students in Retailing and Consumer Sciences.

Bevillé Hal Reagan Scholarship. Awarded to students in Hotel and Restaurant Administration.

Ruby McKee Rives. Awarded to a deserving student in Human Ecology.

Johnnie Rogers Scholarship. For needy Knox County students majoring in Nutrition.

Jane Savage Scholarship. Awarded to nursing students.

Louis Sr. and Lydia B. Seliz Memorial Scholarship. Awarded to child and family studies major.

Shelby Williams Scholarship. Awarded to hotel and restaurant administration students; preference given to students from Lakeway (Morristown) area; may be awarded to out-of-state students.


Patricia Grubbs Sherwood Scholarship. Awarded to a student from Blount County or East Tennessee.

SKAL Club of Nashville Scholarship. Awarded to Hotel and Restaurant Administration students.

Hazel Taylor Spitz Graduate Fellowship.

Awarded to doctoral students in Home Economics Education.

Sadie Katherine Stanton human Ecology Scholarship.

Awarded to graduate students and graduating seniors in the College.

Connie Steel Scholarship. Awarded to an outstanding student in Human Ecology.

Tennessee Rehabilitation Corporation Fellowships.

Ten awarded to college majors who have need and who are citizens of Tennessee from a rural area and who have an agricultural background.

Tony Tornice Educational Environments Graduate Fellowship and Research Award. Awarded to a student showing outstanding professional promise and for research.

UTK Tourism, Food, and Lodging Scholarship.

Awarded to upperclassman majoring in Hotel and Restaurant Administration.

George A. Wagoner Graduate Scholarship.

In Business Education for Masters or Doctorate students in Business Education.

Eleanor Waters Wilson Scholarship.

Awarded to deserving students in Human Ecology.

George and Louise Zirkle Scholarship. Awarded to students in all majors in the College of Human Ecology.

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Baptist-Fields Minority Scholarship.

Open to senior junior and senior African-American nursing students who have demonstrated acceptable academic progress and financial need. Preference is given to native Tennesseans.

Theresa and Harold Dyer Fellowship.

Variable amount awarded annually to native East Tennesseans or who plan to work in East Tennessee for a minimum of three years after graduation. The student must be enrolled in one of the graduate programs of the College of Nursing. A student who has demonstrated successful academic performance and/or financial need.

Dale H. Goodfellow Scholarship.

Awarded annually to a senior nursing student with above average academic performance and demonstrated excellence in acute care nursing practice.

Betty Jo McAfee Greene Nursing Scholarship.

Open to junior or senior nursing students who have demonstrated academic achievement and financial need.

Sylvia Hart Scholarship.

Open to full-time nursing student who has completed at least 90 hours of BSN curriculum, earned a B or higher in junior level nursing courses, and a GPA of 3.25 or higher.

Knoxville Academy of Medicine Alliance Scholarship. Available to junior and senior nursing students with a minimum GPA of 2.5. Based on financial need. Priority to Knox County residents.

Knoxville Orthopedic Clinic Scholarship. Awarded annually to a rising senior nursing student with a strong academic background, well developed clinical skills, and demonstrated financial need.

Susan Mapses Scholarship. Awarded to a junior nursing student with proven academic achievement in first semester of senior year or a rising senior who has demonstrated abilities in the classroom and clinical area.

Susan Moeller Scholarship. Awarded each year to a senior student having a GPA of 3.0 or better in all nursing courses.

Sally E. Townsend Memorial Scholarship. Open to Junior and senior nursing students with demonstrated abilities in the classroom and clinical area and financial need.

UT Hospital Auxiliary Nursing Scholarship. Available each year to either junior or senior students. Based primarily on financial need and preference is given to in-state students.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Acacia Fraternity John L. Wooten Jr. Scholarship.

Accenture Scholarship in Business Accounting Development Scholarship

Accounting General Scholarship Fund

ACE Awards

Alumni Scholarships

Roy and Mildred Acuff Scholarship in Band

Roy and Mildred Acuff Scholarship Choral Program and UT Singers

Roy and Mildred Acuff Scholarship in Music

Jennie M. Adcock Memorial Scholarship

Sol Adler Memorial Scholarship

African American Achievers Scholarship

African American Achievers Incentive Grant

Agricultural Communications Scholarship

Agricultural Engineering Scholarship Fund

Agricultural and Extension Education Fund

James and Judge Thurman Allor Memorial Scholarship

Air Force ROTC Leadership Grants

ALCOA Foundation Scholars Program in Engineering

ALCOA Foundation Scholarship in Law

ALCOA Foundation Scholarship

ALCOA Foundation/MESP Scholarship

ALCOA Foundation Scholarship in Transportation

Alcoa Way Optimist Club Scholarship

Howard F. Aldmon Scholarship

Elise P. Alexander Scholarship

Allen and Hoshall, Inc. Engineering Scholarship

Allen Medal Award Fund

Clyde and Grace W. Alley, Sr. Agriculture Scholarship
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Allied Scholars Program Scholarship
Allied-Signal Scholarship Fund
Allied-Signal Scholarship – Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Allied-Signal Hopewell/MESP Engineering Scholarship
Alpha Delta Kappa Agnes Shipman Robertson Scholarship
Alpha Gamma Rho Scholarship
Alpha Gamma Rho John Dale Ross Scholarship
Joe M. Alphin Scholarship
Alumni Music Scholarship
American Association of Cost Engineers
American Express Graduate Scholarship
American Industrial Hygiene Foundation Fellowship Scholarship
American Marketing Association Knoxville Chapter Scholarship
American Nuclear Society Need Scholarship
American Society of Real Estate Counselors
American Society of Women Accountants Knoxville Chapter
American Welding Institute Graduate Fellowship
Amoco Foundation, Inc. Scholarship
AMOCO Scholarship in Logistics and Transportation
Ida A. Anders Scholarship
Arthur Anderson Alumni Fund
Anderson Consulting Engineering Scholarship
Anderson County Agricultural Scholarship
Winfred A. Anderson MBA Fellowship
Professor Duncan Agnus Scholarship
Animal Science Scholarship
The American Society of Civil Engineers Student Chapter Scholarship Endowment
Anonymous Scholarship Awards
Anonymous Accounting Scholarship
Anonymous Nursing Scholarship
Anonymous Student Award
Anthropology Department Scholarship
Architecture Discretionary Fund
Architecture General Scholarship
The Armistead Award in the College of Veterinary Medicine
James H. Armistead Journalism Scholarship
Armistead Scholarship
Armstrong Minority Education Scholarship
Army ROTC Leadership Grants
J. Clayton Andrews Teacher Training Scholarship
Max & Lalla Armour Scholarship
Art Department Enrichment Fund
Art Scholarship
Arts Council Legacy Award-Interdisciplinary Art Scholarship
Captain Samuel Earl Asher Memorial Scholarship
Ashrae Scholarship in Mechanical Engineering
Atlantic Richfield Foundation Fellowship
Arts and Sciences Scholarship
Audiology and Speech Pathology Scholarship
Earlene Chandler Aytes Scholarship
BA&F Management Fellowship
BA & FL MLT Fellowship
BA & FL Accounting Fellowship
BA & Business Alumni Friends Graduate Fellowship
Babcock and Wilcox Scholarship
The Bacon Beard Scholarship in Philosophy Fund
Karl F. Bahnam Award
David T. & Jane O. Bailey Scholarship
Hop Bailey Sr. Scholarship Fund
Joel F. Bailey Scholarship Endowment
Bain-Swiggert Poetry Prize Scholarship
Howard Baker Memorial Scholarship
Howard H. Baker, Jr. Student Leadership Award
Band Licensing Scholarship
Band Scholarship
Barber and McMurry Endowment for Excellence in Architecture
Battelle Scholarship
Lois Beattie Dunn Barbee Scholarship Endowment Fund
Raymond L. Barnes Award for Excellence in Woodwind
John H. Barrett Memorial Fund
Colene T. H. Barton Scholarship
Dorothea H. Barton Scholarship Endowment
Betty J. Basler Winner Circle Scholarship
Bass, Berry & Sims Student Scholarship
Dr. Mary Ann Bass Scholarship
William M. Bass Endowment
Grace and Brodie Baynes Scholarship in Accounting
Dr. and Mrs. Joe Beals Endowed Scholarship
Alven G. & Sally M. Beanman Scholarship in EBE Scholarship
Harry E. Beard Memorial Scholarship
The Beard Scholarship in Philosophy Fund
Bearden Lyons Club Scholarship
Kitty and William Beasley Teacher-Internship Award
John Beauty Scholastic Award in Ornamental Horticulture and Landscape Design
Hubert Bebb Memorial Scholarship
Bechtel/MESP
Ethan Beecher & Lois Roark Bridges Scholarship in Elementary Education
J. Garrett Beegley Scholarship in Accounting
Janet Belden Fellowship
Roy F. and Addie J. Bell Scholarship
Belkcore/MESP Scholarship
BellSouth Tennessee Scholarship in Business
BellSouth Tennessee Scholarship in Engineering
Carl M. Bennett Scholarship Fund
Edna M. and King M. Benson Scholarship
Edna M. and K. M. Benson Scholarship
Berkline Corporation Scholarship
Berkline MBA Graduate Fellowship
The Henry F., Jr. & Jane L. Bertelkamp Scholarship Program
Beta Theta Pi Memorial Scholarship
Beta Phi-Eta Kappa Nu Scholarship
Better English Graduate Aid
Bible-Harris Smith Scholarship
Bicentennial Scholarship
Karl A. and Madira Bickel Scholarship
Big Orange Swimming Scholarship
Biomedical Engineering Scholarship
Zack Binkley Memorial Scholarship
J.J. Bird Memorial Scholarship in Agriculture
Dr. William Bishop Scholarship
Voila Bittner Scholarship
Black Cultural Programming Committee Scholarship
Black Faculty/Staff Association Scholarship
The Lindsay F. Black Civil Engineering Scholarship
J. Paul Blakely Scholarship in Technical Communications
Lowell Blanchard Scholarship Fund
John Smith Block and Briddle Leadership Fund
Robert E. Bodenheimer Scholarship
Elmo and Ernest-Lou Rowland Scholarship
John D. (Bo) Bohan Award
Boeing Company Scholarship
The Bohan Scholarships
Edward J. and Carolyn P. Boling Special Awards
Carrie Rymer Boling Scholarship Fund
Amanda M. Bonham Journalism Award
One-Year Frederick T. Bonham Scholarships
Four-Year Frederick T. Bonham Scholarships
Frederick T. Bonham Law Scholarship
Frederick Bohanam Journalism Award
Walter Melville Bonham Graduate Fellowship
Frank and Patsy Borthick Scholarship Fund
Kenneth E. Boring Civil Engineering Co-Operative Scholarship
Bosch Braking Systems Johnson City Plant Scholarship
Martha Bowen Scholarship
Edwin Watson Bowl Scholarship Endowment
Mary T. Boynton Scholarship
Cameron Brackney Scholarship
Tutt and Elizabeth Bradford Scholarship in Journalism
Tutt and Elizabeth Bradford Scholarship in Advertising
Dr. and Mrs. Donald H. Bradley, Sr. Scholarship Endowment
Jamie Irene Bradley Memorial Scholarship Fund in Elementary Education
Dr. Patrick S. Brady Fund
Cary L. and Eva Mae Trail Branch Scholarship Endowment
Herschel C. And Louise Runnion Brand Scholarship
Janel Fay Breazeale Memorial Scholarship
Broadcasting Department Scholarship Fund
Magaret Cornetia “Connie” Rankin Brock Scholarship
Galen Brooker British Studies Scholarship
Dr. Betty Broman Textbook Scholarship
Sarah Alice and Tommy Bronson Excellence Scholarship
Gordon Wayne Broome III Memorial Scholarship in Accounting
Brooks, Ledgerwood, Tustem Memorial Merit Scholarship
J. Cary Brossman Memorial Scholarship
Carey and Joan Brown Scholarship in Business
Clarence Brown Career Development Awards
Elaine and Arthur Brown Microbiology Scholarship
Fred D. Brown, Jr. Minority Scholars/Fellowship Program
Grover C. Brown Memorial Scholarship
Brown-Hayward Family Memorial Scholarship
Nell Mann Brown Scholarship in Architecture
Nell Mann Brown Scholarship in Agriculture
Brown Stove Works, Inc. Free Enterprise Scholarship
William Lester Brown Memorial Fund
Betty Berggren Bryan Scholarship
Pat and Frank Bryant Scholarship
Frank C. Bryant Memorial Scholarship
The William Bryant Memorial Scholarship
Calvin A. Buehler Chemistry Scholarship
Bullock Smith & Partners International Travel Scholarship
W. W. Burchfield Scholarship
The Sam Burge Nursing Scholarship Endowment Fund
The Edwin G. and Patsy H. Burdette Graduate Fellowship Endowment Fund
Captain Robert A. Burke Scholarship
Eleanor R. Burke Scholarship
James Henry Burke Scholarship
Burkhardt and Company Scholarship in Accounting
Burlington Industries Fellowship
Burlington Masonic Lodge Scholarship Endowment Fund
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Terry Burnette Graduate Scholarship
Paul C. Burns Memorial Scholarship
The Rhea and Ada Burns Graduate Scholarship
Catherine Burton Chi Omega Scholarship
August A. Busch, Jr. Memorial Wholesaler Scholarship
Faye Miller and Ruth E. Miller Bush Scholarships
Business Administration
Business and Finance Facilities and Personnel Department Scholarship
B & W Nuclear Technologies Scholarship
Don W. Byerly Field Camp Scholarship in Genealogical Sciences
CBA General Scholarship Fund
CBA Support Account
CBGG Department of Economics
CIBA Geigy Employee Agriculture Scholarship
CLEO (Council of Legal Education Opportunities)
CVM Minority Undergraduate Scholarship
William Hooper Caffey Jr. Memorial Scholarship
The Nat Caldwell Journalism Endowment
The Albert Lee Callaway Scholarship
John L. Callaway Civil Engineering Fund
Lawrence H. Callaway Scholarship
John Wesley Campbell and Cecil Mattox Campbell Scholarship Endowment in Accounting
Campbell County Farm Bureau Scholarship
B.A. Candler – ORNL Federal Credit Union Scholarship
Carolina Freight Carriers
Benjamin E. Carmichael Scholarship
George and Mary Carpenter Scholarship
Jerry Carney/ASHA Leadership Scholarship Fund
Wymer Carr Scholarship
Woodrow M. and Margaret T. Catherman Scholarship
Center for Advocacy and Dispute Resolution
Central States Meat Association Scholarship
David Chambers Memorial Scholarship
Jody Chambers Scholarship
Myron Chambers Scholarship
Dean F. A. Chamblin MBA Fellowship Award in Forest Industries Management
Champion International, NC/MESP Scholarship
E. J. Chapman Agricultural Scholarship
James T. Chappell Scholarship
James T. and Anne Davis Chappell Scholarship
Chattanooga Kennel Club Scholarship
Robert L. Cheek, Sr. Memorial Scholarship
Chemical Engineering Scholarship and Fellowships
George S. Child, Sr. and Helen M. Child Memorial Scholarship
George S. Child, Sr. and Helen M. Child Scholarship
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Chopra Memorial Engineering Scholarship Endowment
Matthew Keith Christian Memorial Scholarship
Church Street Music Scholarship
Center for International Student Loan (CIE)
Edward C. and Catherine Daugherty Cifers Scholarship
Civial and Environmental Engineering Scholarship
Clayde Clapp Agriculture Scholarship
Charles E. Clark, III Memorial Scholarship
Class of 1990 Law Scholarship
Class of 1991 Dana Collier Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
Evelyn and Jim Claxton Track Scholarship
Fund
Frank Clement/Cordell Hull Fund
Joel B. and Anne Clements Scholarship Endowment
O. H. Clements Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Clevenger-Redmond Scholarship Fund
Jesse David Clevenger Memorial Scholarship
Randall Cline Memorial Scholarship
Cobble Germanic and Slavic Languages Enrichment Fund
Cobble Germanic Slavic Scholarship
Coca-Cola Minority Engineering Scholarship
Coca-Cola Minority Scholarship
Cocke County Farm Bureau Scholarship
Hugo Colditz Scholarship
Colonel Bobby L. Cochran Army ROTC Scholarship
The Litton Cochran Band Scholarship
Cochran-McDonald’s Scholarship
Guy Coheleach Conservation Endowment
William E. Cole/Margaret Franklin Scholarship in Sociology
Dr. William E. Cole Scholarship
Professor J.W. Cole Meat Scholarship
Bill and Judy Coblentz Geography Enhancement Endowment
Rody Cohen Scholarship Endowment Fund
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources Scholarship
College of Business Administration Business Alumni and Friends Economics Fellowship
College of Business Administration Business Alumni and Friends Undergraduate Scholarship
College of Business Administration Business Alumni and Friends Finance Scholarship
College of Business Minority Scholarship Fund
College of Education Alumni Scholarship Fund
College of Law Advocates Award
College of Social Work Endowed Scholarship Fund
College of Veterinary Medicine General Scholarship
Dana A. Collier Memorial Scholarship
Ed Collins Memorial Scholarship
The Judge Carl E. Colloms Scholarship Endowment
Colonial Baking Company Scholarship
Commercial Interiors Entrepreneurial Scholarship
Sallie M. Scholarships in Human Ecology
Computer Science Scholarship
Congra Scholarship Fund in Food Technology and Science
Robert M. and Evelyn Condra Engineering Scholarship
J. A. Cooley Memorial Scholarship Fund
Coopers and Lybrand Scholarship
Coopers and Lybrand Scholarship New Venture Analysis and Entrepreneurship
The Coors/Pinnacle Sales Veterans Scholarship
The Dobbins Associates Leadership Prize in Architecture
Cortese Arboriculture-Urban Forestry Award
The Charles Walter Costello, III Scholarship Endowment Fund
James C. Cottham, III Memorial Scholarship in Sales & Marketing
The Couch Women’s Athletic Scholarship
Council Travel Center for International Education
Lane H. Courtney and Soren King Memorial Scholarship Fund
Carl Cowan Scholarship Fund
Continuing Education Scholarship Fund
Raymond Rankin Cowles Memorial Scholarship
The Allan Rice Cox Memorial Scholarship
Carl T. Cox Scholarship Fund
John C. Cox, Sr. Memorial MBA Fellowship Endowment
CPA Women’s Auxiliary Scholarship
Crafts and Interior Design Scholarship
John M. Crantor, III Scholarship
Betsey B. Creekmore and Betsey Creekmore Scholarship
Frank B. Creekmore Memorial Scholarship
Elisie Crenshaw Student Aid Fund Scholarship
Francis Creswell Scholarship
The Joan Cronan Christian Leadership Award
Nellie Crooks Scholarship
Robert A. And Mary Neil Culver Scholarship
Robert A. And Mary Neil Culver Award in Music
Ted and Louise Cureton Graduate Award in Psychology
Robert E. Curry Tennessee Forage & Grassland Council
Howard C. Curtis Memorial Scholarship
Stephen E. Curtis Scholarship
Dil-Telephone Services/J & P Publishing Scholarship Fund
DOE DE-FG02 Mechanical Engineering Graduate Automotive Technology Education
DOE Scholarship
DOW Scholarship Fund – MLT
DOW Scholarship Fund
DOW Chemical USA, Midland/MESP Scholarship
Dabara, Inc. Scholarship Fund
B. I. Dahlberg Scholarship
Dairymen, Inc. Nashville Division Agricultural Scholarship
Stephanie Plauss Dalton Memorial Scholarship
Ltc. John S. Daniel Tennessee Ranger Scholarship
Duran H. Daponte Dissertation Fund
Carroll Davenport ATO Scholarship
Davidson County Alumni Chapter Endowment Scholarship
Captain Herbert L. Davis Memorial Scholarship
Charles B. Davis/Greater Knoxville Advertising Club Scholarship
The Grace O. Davis Memorial Scholarship
The Jack A. Davis Scholarship in Architecture
John W. Davis Scholarship in Philosophy
Vic M. Schauerman Human Ecology Award
Ella J. Day Scholarship
Charles H. Dean, Jr. Scholarship
Deans Fund for Excellence
John Deere Logistics and Transportation MBA Excellence Fellowship
John Deere Logistics and Transportation Undergraduate Excellence Scholarship
John Deere Dealer Management Scholarship
J. Wallace and Katie Dean Scholarship
Frank and Ruth Defriese Scholarship in Agriculture
Frank and Ruth Defriese Scholarship
Delta Nu Alpha Scholarship
Delta Upsilon-Victor Donnel, Jr., David Downes, and Jared Williams Memorial Scholarship Fund
Billie Cannon De Mont Graduate Scholarship
Jimmy & Warree Dempster Scholarship
Pentso Scholarship in Engineering
Department of Advertising General Scholarship
Dethrick, Henley and Wilkerson Architects Scholarship
H. R. DeSelms Botany, Plant Ecology Scholarship
William Desmond Scholarship in the
Performing Arts
George F. Devine Scholarship
Dorothy N. Dille Art Scholarship
Robert R. Dince Memorial Scholarship in Finance
Dr. Kenneth G. Dixon Scholarship
Randall and Patricia Doeter Scholarship
Grace Darden Doggett Scholarship Fund
Florence L. Dom Scholarship in Piano
David D. Dorch Scholarship in Logistics and Transportation
Nathan W. Dougherty Memorial Scholarship
G. Mack and Nancy R. Dove Foundation Scholarship
Mildred E. Doyle Scholarship Fund
Drama Teacher Education Fund Scholarship
The David C. Duckett Scholarship in Business
Duke Energy Corp Scholarship
Duke Talent Identification Program
Earl and Mary W. Dunlap Memorial Agricultural Endowment Fund
Herbert G. and Lilian C. Scholarship
Emmett W. and Lucille K. Dunn Memorial Scholarship
The Mattie S. Dunn Memorial Scholarship
Dupont Fellowship
Dupont Minority Scholarships in Chemistry
Dupont Ph.D. Fellowship in Electrical Engineering
Dupont Ph.D. Fellowship in Chemical Engineering
Dupont Accounting Department Scholarship
Dura-Line/Ashwai Paresh Memorial Scholarship
ELO Touchsystems/MESP Scholarship
East Tennessee Environmental Association
East Tennessee Hemerocallis Society Scholarship
East Tennessee Gold Course
Superintendent’s Association Scholarship
East Tennessee Natural Gas/MESP Scholarship
Eastland Family Scholarship
Eastman Chemical Engineering Scholarship
Eastman Chemical Co. Scholars
Eastman Chemical Co. Scholars – MESP
Eastman Chemical Co. Scholars – Industrial
Eastman Chemical Co. Scholars – Mechanical
Eastman Chemical Co. Scholars - Electrical
Eastman Co-op Education Award Fund
Eastman Graduate Scholarship
Eastman Kodak Employee/Alumni Scholarship in Civil Engineering
Eastman Kodak Scholars Scholarship in Architecture
Eastman Undergraduate Chemical Engineering Scholarship
Dorothea and Edgar Eaves Mathematics Fund
Kenneth E. Edds and Christine M. Edds Memorial
Educational Interpreting Program
Ecological Instant Search
Educational Leadership Minority Student Scholarship
B. E. Edwards Agricultural Scholarship
B. E. Edwards Memorial Scholarship
Bluford E. Edwards Scholarship for Financially Underprivileged Students of Color
E. I./MESP Minority Engineering Scholarship
EXCEL Program Scholarship
EXXON/MESP Scholarship
EURCA Awards – University Honors
Electrical Engineering Scholarship Fund
Arnett Elliott Award Fund
James O. and Leona Leinhart Elliott Scholarship
Kenneth M. Elliott Chemical Engineering Scholarship
Scholarship Endowment
Eddy Ellis Scholarship
Emergency Student Aid Fund in Social Work
Emergency Subsistence Aid Fund
Robert J. T. and Sandra Powell Emond Scholarship
John B. Emperor Scholarship
Richard W. Empey Memorial Scholarship Fund
Engineering Scholarship
Engineering Science and Mechanics Scholarship
Engineering Science and Mechanics Endowment Fund
Entomology and Plant Pathology Reentry Student Scholarship
The Environmental and Wildlife Studies Scholarship
Ethnic Minority Scholarship
James A. Euler Memorial Graduate Scholarship
Bob Evans Memorial Scholarship
Will H. and John Liggert Evan Scholarship
John Evans Memorial Medical Technology Scholarship
Buck Ewing Scholarship Fund
Excel Scholarship Undergraduate Education Endowment Fund
Exceptional Financial Need Scholarship
Faculty Women’s Club Scholarship
John Richard Fain Student Aid Fund
Blaine Jackson Farmer, Jr. Drum Major Scholarship
Farm Credit Services of Mid-America ACA Scholarship
Emily Mahan Faust Graduate Fellowship in Theatre
Dr. Mark P. Fecher Agricultural Scholarship
David Ferrel Memorial Scholarship
Charles Edward Ferris Engineering Scholarship
Field Practice Fellowship
Fred Fields Undergraduate Award in Theatre
Financial Management Association of Indianapolis Graduate Fellowship in Finance
First Tennessee Bank Scholarship Fund
Robert A. Finley Memorial Scholarship
Finner Family Scholarship
Fitzgerald Scholars
The Judy Flanagan Special Events Scholarship
Food Science and Technology Scholarship
Henry L. Ford Agricultural Scholarship Fund
Judge and Mrs. Richard R. Ford and Sue Ford Harris Scholarship
Foreign Studies Enrichment Scholarship
Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Scholarship
E. Bruce and Mary Evelyn Foster Scholarship
Liston Marshall Fox Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship
Thomas E. and Elizabeth Fox Scholarship
Fraker Family Nursing Scholarship
William and Margaret Fraser Scholarship Fund
Jack G. Frizzell Scholarship
Julius-Henrietta Freed Scholarship
Katherine and Helen Freed Memorial Scholarship
Freedom Forum Scholarship Fund
Mark Freeman Associates Scholarship
Paul Freeman, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Robert E. Freeman Scholarship
Katherine M. Frierson Memorial Scholarship
Frito-Lay Minority Business Scholarship
E. Guy Frizzell Scholarship Fund
Ralph Frost Scholarship Fund
Joe Frye Endowment Fund in Transportation
Gideon Fryer Scholarship
The Joseph O. Fuller Scholarship
GKAC Scholarship - Graphic Design
Harry and Carolyn Galbraith Scholarship
Gottfried Galston Music Endowment – Piano
Christine M. Garcia Scholarship in Marketing
Laurence Gardner Scholarship Fund
Claire Garland Memorial Scholarship
The Garrett Family Scholarship Endowment Fund
E. E. Garrison Excellence Scholarship in Marketing
Sam and Millie Gelber Winners Circle Basketball Scholarship
Gen Biology Teaching Award
General Electric Scholarship
General Electric Cincinnati/MESP Minority Endowment Fund
General Home Economics Scholarship
General Scholarship – Licensing
General Shale Products Corporation Fellowship Fund
Walter Welch Gentry Engineering Scholarship
Geography Enrichment Fund
Geologic Science Professors’ Honor Fund
Irm Fitch Giffels Faculty Enrichment Fund
T. H. and Jeanette Gillespie Art Scholarship
George W. Gleaves, Jr., Memorial Fund
The Dale Goodfellow Scholarship Endowment Fund
Mary Lynn Glustof Memorial Scholarship Fund
Goodstein Architects Inc.
The Billie Grace Goodrich Scholarship Fund
Henry C. Goodrich Fund
Goody’s Family Clothing Scholarship in Retailing
Anne Hight Gore Scholarship
The Lillian L. Gore Scholarship Endowment in Elementary Education
The Frank Gorrell/Jamison Bedding Scholarship
Dr. June D. Gorski Scholarship
Tim D. Gowder and Connie Lester Loan Fund
James M. Gower MBA Fellowship
Michael and Diane Gower Scholarship
Graduate Student Incentive Fund
Leroy P. Graff Scholarship
Erma G. Graff Scholarship
Orin B. Graff Scholarship
John Joseph Graham Scholarship
Grainger County Farm Bureau Scholarship
James T. Cranberry Memorial Scholarship
Ben P. Granger Scholarship
Graphic Design Scholarship
Senator Andrew Jackson Graves Memorial Scholarship Fund
MSC/MAE Pomeroy Graves Scholarship
R. McDonald Gray Scholarship Endowment
Greater Knoxville Advertising Club Scholarship
The Greater Knoxville Chamber of Commerce Teachers of the Future Scholarship
The Greater Kingsport Kennel Club Scholarship in Veterinary Medicine
William and Patricia Grecco Scholarship Endowment
Betty Jo McFerrin Greene Nursing Scholarship Endowment
John W. Green Scholarship
Green Family Scholarship
Greene Farmers Cooperative Scholarship
Irene Hill Greene and Condon L. Greene Memorial Scholarship
John W. Greenawalt Prize in Molecular Biology
B. L. and Margaret Greer Endowment Fund
Ben Allen Gregory Memorial Scholarship
Harriet C. Greve Scholarship
Harriet Greve Alpha Omicron Pi Scholarship
Isobel Greene Scholarship
Ann McGuire Grooms Scholarship
Edgar G. Guenther Scholarship
The Joe K. Hach Family Scholarship
Henry A. Haenseler Engineering Scholarship
Len D. Hagaman, M.D. Memorial Scholarship
The Mildred Morris Haines And William Elijah Morris Scholarship
Helen Sharp Hikala Scholarship
Alex Haley/Playboy Interview Scholarship
George D. Hall Scholarship
George D. Hall General Scholarship
The Hughes Hall Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Dr. and Mrs. James Wilson Hall Scholarship
Robert W. Gilbert and Judy S. Halterman Scholarship
Hambilen Farmers Cooperative Agricultural Scholarship
Hambilen County Agricultural Extension Agents Scholarship
Edward H. Hamilton Scholarship
Hancock County Farmers Cooperative Scholarship
Hanes Her Way Scholarship
Bill Harms Drum-Set Percussion Scholarship
John D. Harper Scholarship
Jessie W. Harris Scholarship
Maria Haan Harris Student Travel Scholarship
Polly Anna Harris Mathematics Scholarship Fund
S. T. Harris Scholarship
George E. and Alice H. Harrison Scholarship Endowment
Julian Harris Scholarship Fund
John and Louise Harrision Social Work Scholarship
Madge M. and David Harrison Scholarship
C. B. Harrison, Sr. Scholarship Endowment
John F. Hart Scholarship in Broadcasting
Sylvia Hart Nursing Scholarship
James A. and Natalie L. Haslam Scholarship in Business
James A. and Natalie L. Haslam Scholarship in Arts and Sciences
Hastings Scholarship
Travis Hawk Fellowship Endowment Fund
Ed Hawkins Memorial Scholarship
Hawkins County Agricultural Extension Scholarship
Hawkins County Farm Bureau Scholarship
Hawksins Farmers Cooperative Scholarship
Ed Hawkins Memorial Scholarship
James Hawkins Scholarship in Music
Maud Calloway Hayes Scholarship
William T. and Emma M. Hays Memorial Agriculture Scholarship Fund
M. A. Hayward and Winfred H. Brown MBA Fellowship
Michael Steven Head Memorial Scholarship
Damon Rivers Headden Memorial Scholarship
Helen Griffin Headlee Memorial Scholarship
Thelma Newhart Health Scholarship
Ernest and Fannie Glass Hedgcock Scholarship
James H. Healy Scholarship in Business (Tennessee Executive Development Program)
Elizabeth and Alice Help Scholarship Quasi-Endowment Fund
Chet Hedgecoth Scholarship
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff L. Hemphill Scholarship
H. L. Hendricks Memorial Scholarship in Law
Harold W. Henry Scholarship Fund
Ronald and Susan Henry Scholarship in Industrial Engineering
Linda Miller Herbert Scholarship
G. L. Herrington 4-H Agricultural Scholarship
Holt-Dieter Hermann Scholarship in Philosophy
Herman Hickman Memorial Scholarship
Jami S. High Memorial Scholarship in Interior Design
Charles Evans Higdon Leadership Scholarship Fund
Donald G. Hileman Scholarship
J. B. Hilliard, W. L. Lyons Scholarship Fund
The Urban and Susan Hilger Engineering Scholarship
Eunice Hinkle Biomedical Engineering Scholarship
The Richard Hincke Scholarship
Louise Hisey Scholarship Endowment Fund
Tom and Mae Hitch Scholarship
Lea John Hisey Scholarship
Hnedak Bobo Group, Inc., Fellowship
John Wendell and Clara Lee Hobby Scholarship
C. S. Hobbs Scholarship Fund
W. Hobt Memorial Scholarship Fund
Harry G. Hodges Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
Hodges Better English Fund
Margaret Elizabeth Hodges Scholarship
Hoechst-Celanese Corporation Student Award
Hoechst Celanese Junior Award
Hoechst Celanese Outstanding Junior Award
Hoechst-Diafol-MESP Minority Undergraduate Scholarship
Clyde McEneally Hoffman Memorial Scholarship
J. Wesley Hoffman Agricultural Scholarship
Alexander Holland Graduate Fellowship
Otis Ray Holley and Frances Holley Memorial Scholarship Fund
The J. Fred Holly Endowment Fund for Excellence in Economics
J. Fred and Wilma D. Holly Scholarship
John Fred Holly, Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Andrew D. Holt Scholarship in Marketing
Darrell W. Holt Scholarship Fund
Herbert C. Holt Scholarship
The Holt/Howard Broadcasting Scholarship
Martha and Andy Holt Scholarship Fund for Milan High School
Dr. D. Frank Holtman Scholarship Fund
Home Federal Bank of Tennessee Scholarship Endowment Fund
Home Federal Savings and Loan Association of Johnson City
Paul M. Homrock Memorial Scholarship
Marion D. Hoppe Scholarship
Neillah Cameron Hopper Scholarship in Education
Arthur and Nellie Hord Scholarship Endowment
J. Elmer Housley Scholarship Endowment Fund
David V. and Hortense G. Howard Memorial Scholarship
David V. Howard Scholarship
George Wesley Howard Memorial Scholarship
Ina B. Howard Scholarship Fund
Isaac B. Howard Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Jama Frances Howard Scholarship Endowment Fund
James Dunn Howard Memorial Scholarship Fund
James L. Howard Scholarship Fund
Janie Howard Memorial Scholarship
Dr. J. Eugene and Thelma J. Howard Scholarship Endowment
The Martha D. Howard Memorial Scholarship Fund
The James L. and Martha D. Howard Scholarship Fund
Hubbard Farms Poultry Science Scholarship
Harry and Mary Hudson Scholarship Fund
H. Wayne and Betty B. Hudson Scholarship Endowment
Ruth Huemerman Fellowship
H. H. Huffines Agricultural Scholarship
Human Ecology 60th Anniversary Scholarship
John F. Humphrey Metal Fabricators, Inc. Scholarship
Jack B. and Judy M. Humphreys Civil Engineering Scholarship Endowment
Human Services Department Excellence Fund Scholarship
Human Service Advisory Board Scholarship
Hunter Hills Scholarship in Theatre
Joseph N. Hunter Memorial Scholarship
Hunton and Williams Scholarship
Gertrude Garner Hurbut Scholarship
Fred Hurst Scholarship
Walter and Bertha Mays Huskey Scholarship
Arthur B. Hyman Memorial Scholarship Fund
IBM/MESP Minority Engineering Scholarship Fund
IBM Minority Scholarship Fund
Industrial Engineering Scholarship
The I.E.E. Scholarship
Buford and Beatrice Irwin Scholarship Fund
Institute of Geotechnology Scholarship
Institute of Nuclear Materials Management Scholarship
Institute of Resistance Ionization Spectroscopy Symposium Scholarship
Instrumentation Society of America Scholarship
Insurance Scholarship
IT Scholarship/MESP Scholarship
Charles Jackson Disability Services Award
Charles Jackson Memorial Fellowship
Jimmy Jackson Conservation Award Fund
Michael James Memorial Engineering Scholarship Endowment
Owen James Memorial Agricultural Scholarship
Jacob K. Javits Fellows Program
Jay and Bee Winners' Circle Scholarship
Jazz Program Endowment Fund
Jefferson Farmers Cooperative Scholarship in Agriculture
Jefferson Federal Savings and Loan Scholarship in Business
A. L. Jerden Memorial Scholarship Fund
Edith N. Jessop Scholarship
Charles E. Jeff II Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Richard Joel Advertising Scholarship
Denny Johnston Memorial Fellowship for Non-Traditional Students in Student Work
The Homer Johnston Scholarship in Material Science
The Homer Johnston Scholarship in Chemical Engineering
Howard Johnson Tennessee Food and Lodging scholarship
The Judy and Joe Johnston Scholarship Endowment
George R. Johnson Scholarship
Robert L. Johnson Handicapped Scholarship
Sally Holder Johnson Memorial Scholarship
Wanda Wheeler Johnston Memorial Scholarship
Elise Naomi Jones Scholarship
Ginnie Jones Scholarship Endowment Fund
L. E. and Emma E. Jones Scholarship
The Mark G. Jones Scholarship Fund
Florence Sanders Jones College Scholars Fund
West Crawford Jordan, Jr. Scholarship
Wilma Jordan MBA/CEO Intern Program Journalism Faculty Scholarship
Edward E. Judy Scholarship
D. W. Proffitt Foundation Scholarship Fund
Harry H. Proffitt, Sr. Agriculture Scholarship
The Harwell Proffitt Excellence in Retailing Scholarship
Project Include
Pugh and Company Scholarship Endowment
Gary R. Purcell Scholarship Fund
Purity Dairies Food Technology and Science Scholarship
Scripps-Howard Ernie Pyle Award
Quaker Oats/Jackson – MESP Scholarship
Quaker Oats Minority Scholarship in Logistics and Transportation
P. David Qualls Fellowship
Ralph E. Quariès Scholarship
Janenne Jones Quilen Memorial Scholarship Fund
Rachell Scholarship in Metallurgical Engineering
Rader Merit Scholarship for Composers
Ira Vincent and Sophronia Ragsdale Memorial Scholarship
W. F. “Rex” Raney Scholarship
Albert Rapp Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Virginia M. Raskin Scholarship Endowment Fund
Ratledge Family Student Support
Larry Ratner Scholarship Fund in Arts and Sciences
Nina V. Ratner Memorial Scholarship in the Arts and Humanities
Virginia Tharp Raulston Music Scholarship
John R. and Nancy S. Ray Scholarship Endowment
Richard and Ann Ray College Scholarship Endowment
William T. Ray Endowment Scholarship
Reagan Undergraduate Scholarship
Reagan Excellence Fund
Alma and Hal Reagan Scholarship
Alma and Hal Reagan MBA Fellowship
Beverly and Hal Reagan Scholarship in Human Ecology
V. Hal and Beverly Hal Regan Scholarship in Veterinary Medicine
Beverly Hal Regan Scholarship in Animal Science
Kyle Reed MBA Scholarship
Reeder-Siler Graduate Fellowship Fund
The Reeder-Siler Graduate Fellowship Fund
Reeder-Siler Scholarship Fund
Kyle Reed MBA Scholarship
Reeder-Siler Graduate Fellowship in Communications
Rehabilitation Counselor Education Program
Rehabilitation Corporation of Tennessee Scholarship
Rehabilitation Corporation of Tennessee Scholarship in Veterinary Medicine
Dr. Barbara M. Reid Minority Nursing Scholarship
Republic Newspaper Inc. Scholarship
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company Scholarship
Noah Porter and Myrtle Couts Rhinehart Scholarship
J. Clark Rhodes Graduate Scholarship Music Education
The Malcom Rice Architectural Award
Richland Ventures MBA Fellowship
Alex and Candace Richmond Scholarship Endowment Fund
Rich’s/ Lazarus/Goldsmith’s Retailing Scholarship
Stephen Dean Rimmer Memorial Scholarship
Chris H. Ritts Scholarship
Ruby McKeel Rives Scholarship
Claude K. Robertson Scholarship
Judson Hall Robertson Scholarship Prize in Analytical Chemistry
Victor Mansfield Robertson Awards for Military Excellence
Allie Mae Howard Robinson Endowment Scholarship
Charles Andrews Robinson Memorial Scholarship
Thomas L. and Emma H. Robinson Scholarship
Fred M. Roddy Scholarship
Fred M. Roddy Merit Scholarship
Roddy Upper-class Scholarship
Johnnie Rogers Scholarship
King W. Rogers, Jr. Scholarship Endowment
Ralph T. & Louise Rogers MBA Fellowship in New Ventures Analysis & Entrepreneurship
Rohm and Haas Tennessee/MESP Minority Engineering Scholarship
The Ruby Ruckman Knoxville Chapter of National Association of Women in Construction
Romance Languages General Scholarship Fund
T. Harold Rose Scholarship
Callie Wood Ross Scholarship
Douglas V. Roseberry Memorial Fund
The Rosemary Snyder Rousch Memorial Scholarship
W. Harold Row, Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Ruby Ruckman Scholarship
Darrell Russell Scholarship Endowment in Architecture and Interior Design
The Margaret and Robert Russell Scholarship Endowment Fund
The William I. and Sarah E. Russell Scholarship
Dr. J. E. Salsbury Foundation Veterinary Medicine Endowment Fund
The Dottie Sanders Interior Design Scholarship Endowment Fund
Sanders Minority Scholars
Saturn/MESP Scholarship
Jane R. Savage Scholarship
The Norman B. Sayne Scholarship
Milton/Ruth Schololttmman Scholarship
Benedicte E. Schmitt Award
Cooper D. Schmitt Mathematics Scholarship
Gary and Joretta Schneider Schneider Scholarship Fund
Schneider Honors Award College of Veterinary Medicine
John F. Schrankel Scholarship
Scholars Bowl Scholarship
Scholarship Appreciation Scholarship Endowment
School of Social Work Alumni Association Scholarship Fund
Robert C. Schutt, Jr. Scholarship
Scribbs Intern Program Scholarship
Robert Seals Scholarship
Sedgwick Construction Industry Engineering Scholarship
Louise and Aileen Seilaz Scholarship Endowment
Emile Seilaz Scholarship Endowment Fund
College of Business Administration
Louis Sr. and Lydia Buffat Seilaz Memorial Scholarship Fund
Mary Louise Seilaz Scholarship Endowment Fund
Sevier County Scholarship in Organ Sevier Farmers Cooperative Agricultural Scholarship
Sevier County Swim Scholarship
Richard C. Sexton Memorial Rugby Scholarship
Jeff Seymour Memorial Scholarship
Evelyn Martin Shafer Human Ecology Scholarship
Michael Shaffer Memorial Scholarship
J. & Evelyn Sharp Endowment Fund
Dr. and Mrs. David L. Shea Award for Excellence in Theatre Movement or Dance
Leonard and Betty Shealy Scholarship
J. Rueben Sheeler-Writing and Research Award
Shelby Accounting Career Scholarship
Shell Oil Undergraduate Awards
Shell Mechanical Engineering Scholarship
Mary Phipps Shepherd Graduate Fellowship Fund
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Shipley Engineering Scholarship Quasi-Endowment
Gordon Sherman Scholarship
Patricia Grubbs Sherwood Scholarship
David A. Shirley Scholarship/Fellowships
L. Raymon Shobe Scholarship
Beverly Shrode Agricultural Scholarship
Charles Francis Shultz Scholarship
The Keith David Sidoryski Memorial Scholarship
Stewart G. and Ann T. Siewart Endowment Fund in Accounting
Sigma Phi Epsilon Balanced Man Scholarship
Betsy and Toby C. Silberman Scholarship
Tom Siler Scholarship
Burton B. Simcox Chemical Engineering Scholarship
Colonel Lawrence S. Simcox Scholarship Fund
Howard Simmons Agriculture Scholarship
Charles S. Simms Scholarship
Carlas and Winnie Simpson Scholarship
Gladie Glaphia Simpson Memorial Scholarship
Irving G. Simpson Award
Robert H. and Jean S. Sinclair Scholarship Endowment
The SKAL Club of Nashville Scholarship
Warren Slagle Accounting Scholarship
Susie Benson Smylan Scholarship
Flora Smith Small Scholarship
Elizabeth Z. Smith Scholarship
Hilton A. Smith Scholarship
Clarice and Orville Smith Scholarship
Thomas Smith Finance Scholarship
Wade and Mary Smith Scholarship Endowment Fund
Smoky Mountain Antique Engine and Tractor Association Scholarship in Agriculture
Charles D. Snepp Scholarship
John Milton Sndorfer Scholarship Endowment Fund
Joe and Patricia Snodgrass Scholarship
William T. Snyder Engineering Scholarship Endowment
Social Work Undergraduate Scholarship Fund
Society of Professional Journalists – Broadcasting Scholarship
Society of Professional Journalists Scholarship Fund
SOILS Judging Fund
Wayne and Margaret Solomon Scholarship
Southern Appalachian Science and Engineering Fair
The Gilbert Southern Corporation Scholarship in Civil Engineering
W. H. H. Southern Memorial Student Assistance Fund in the College of Law
The Southeastern Bankruptcy Law Institute, Inc. Scholarship Endowment
Southeastern Food Processors Association Endowment
Southeastern Regional Fellowship
Southeastern Transportation Center Scholarship
Richard T. Sowell Memorial Scholarship
Andrew W. and Marcia K. Spickard Engineering Scholarship
Herman Spivey Graduate Fellowship
Avron Spiro, Jr. Advertising Scholarship
The Hazel Taylor Spitzke Graduate Fellowship
in Home Economics Education
The Charles and Martha Sprankle Electrical Engineering Scholarship
Springs Industries/FT Mills Minority Engineering Scholarship
Springs Industries – Lancaster/MESP
Caesar and Edith Stair Music Education Fund
A.E. Stanley Manufacturing Company PhD Fellowships
Jonathan C. Spear Memorial Scholarship
Endowment
Special Education Enrichment
The Mary Statnill Home Education 4-H Club Endowment
E. Eugene Stansbury Endowment in Materials Science and Engineering
Sadie K. Stanton Human Ecology Scholarship
Stapcloth Scholarship
William J. Starr Suzuki String Scholarship
Statistics Excellence Fund
The Statler Foundation Scholarship Fund
Connie Stella Scholarship
Manfred and Fern Steinfeld Scholarship in Hotel/Restaurant Administration
Manfred and Fern Steinfeld Interior Design Scholarship
Dorothy B. Stephens Student And Faculty Support Fund
The Ruth Stephens Scholarship in International Relations, International Law, and International Organizations
The Ruth Stephens Award
Ruth Stephens/J. Wesley Hoffman Scholarship
Edith Smith Steven Scholarship Quasi-Endowment
Stevenson/Stephonson Family Endowment for History
Hassie Stiner Scholarship Endowment
Pauline Harsson Stockton Scholarship Endowment Fund
William B. Stokely, Jr. Scholarship Endowment Fund
William B. Stokely, Jr Foundation Masters of Business Administration Fellowship Endowment Fund
Stokely Institute for Liberal Arts Education
The Art Stolnitz Scholarship
MSC/Elsa Walburn Strong Music Scholarship
Stouffer Food Scholarship Fund
Judy Eller Street Golf Scholarship
Student Publications Scholarship Fund
Louis Henry and Beatrice Cawn Sturm Memorial Scholarship
Joe Sullivan, III Scholarship
Glenn G. Summers Agricultural Fund
1990 Summer Institution/MESP Scholarship
Pat Head Summitt Women’s Athletic Scholarship
Sun Coal Company MBA Fellowship
SunTrust Bank Scholarship in Finance
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Swain Endowment in Education
Swan Brothers Scholarship
Roy L. and Joyce W. Sweeney Scholarship
Tom Sweeten Memorial Journalism Scholarship
Swimmers Ex-Varsity Scholarship Fund
The George D. Swingle Graduate Fellowship in Geology
The Tampa Bay Alumni Chapter Scholarship
Tau Sigma Delta Design competition Scholarship
Judge George C. Taylor Memorial Scholarship
Brigadier General Louis Carlton Taylor Scholarship
Taylor Young Scholarship
Mr. And Mrs. Harvey R. Teague Scholarship
Teacher Internship
Jane Temple Memorial Scholarship
Tennessee Association of Agricultural Agents and Specialists Scholarship
The Tennessee Bar Foundation Iota Scholarship
Tennessee Business Education Partners Scholarship Endowment
Tenneco Gas
Tennessee Council of Cooperative Agricultural Scholarship
Tennessee Eastman Scholarships in Anthropology
Tennessee Farm Bureau Leadership
Tennessee Farmers Cooperative Scholarship
Tennessee Farmers Mutual Insurance Company
Tennessee Federation of Garden Clubs
The Tennessee General Sessions Judges Auxiliary Scholarship
Tennessee Higher Education Commission African American Teachers Scholarship
Tennessee Higher Education Commission Teachers for Today Scholarship
Tennessee Higher Education Commission Minority Undergraduate Scholarship
Tennessee Higher Education Commission Minority Teaching Scholarship Project Enable
Tennessee Holstein Memorial Scholarship
Tennessee Law Review Editing Award
Tennessee Mathematics Contest Scholarship
Tennessee Plant Food Educational Association Scholarship
Tennessee Rangers Scholarship Fund
Tennessee Tomorrow Law Scholarship
Tennessee Undergraduate Scholarship Endowment (In Business)
Tennessee Valley Stiley Personnel Scholarship
The Tennessee Valley Kennel Club Scholarship
Tennessee Road Builders Association Scholarship
Tennessee Higher Education Commission
Tennessee Junior Science and Humanities Symposium
Tennessee Scholars
Tennessee Valley Section Society of Tribologists and Lubrication Engineers Mechanical Engineering Scholarships
Daniel Hanley Testerman Memorial Scholarship
Texaco Inc. Fellowship
Texas Instruments Graduate Trainee Scholarship
Dr. Charles C. Thigpen Scholarship
Alan K. Thompson Scholarship
B. Ray Thompson Plant and Soil Science Scholarship
B. Ray Thompson for Ag Engineering Scholarship
The B. Ray Thompson Veterinary Medicine Scholarship Fund
Escobar Thompson Memorial Fund
Lloyd Lawson Thornton Winner’s Circle Scholarship
William M. Tolley Scholarship
Charles P. Tombras, Sr. Scholarship
Claude Tomlinson Scholarship
Tony Torrice Educational Environments Graduate Fellowship and Research Award
The Beth Adair Townsend and Anne Adair Smith Scholarship
The Sally E. Townsend Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
Tourism, Food, and Lodging Scholarship Fund
Toys "R" Us Scholarship
Toyota Scholarship in Business Transportation & Logistics Excellence Fund
Tredegar Industries Scholarship
Tri-Delt Transfer Student Scholarship
Stephen R. Trooter Memorial Scholarship Fund
A.J. Troxler Scholarship Endowment Fund
Trustees Scholarship
TRW Foundation Minority Scholarship
R. S. Tucker Graduate Fellowship Fund
TVA Minority Forestry Scholarship
TVA/MESP Minority Engineering Scholarship
USDA Minority Forestry Scholarship
US Forest Service Minority Scholarship
USDA 95-38413-1376 Multicultural Scholarship
US Forest Service/MESP Scholarship
US Student Abroad Scholarship
Union Planters Public Relations Award
United Handicapped Workers Scholarship
U.T. Evening School Scholarship
Upward Bound Scholarship
UT Black Alumni Associates Scholarship Endowment Fund
University Book and Supply Store Award
University Book and Supply Store Award (College of Business)
UTK Chemistry Support Scholarship/Fellowship Award
USDA African American Scholarship in Animal Science
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers MEP Scholarship
UT Singers Scholarship
UT Hospital Nursing Auxiliary
UT Retirees Association Scholarship
UT Federal Credit Union Academic Scholarship
UTK General Scholarship Fund
UTK College of Nursing Scholarship Fund
UTK Math Enrichment Scholarship
UTK National Piano Scholarship
UTK School of Architecture Endowment Fund
UTK-UCHS Graduate Program in Medical Ethics
UTK 1968 Senior Class Scholarship
UWA Employee Scholarship Fund
R.R. Vance Scholarship Fund
Balance "Sai" Vaughn Women’s Golf Endowment
Lee L. Verstanding Scholarship
Anthony L. Vest Engineering Scholarship
Annette Roberston Vetal Scholarship
John M. and Manora C. Viles Scholarship Fund
Carl A. Vines Scholarship
Georgiana Fry Vines Scholarship
Vinson & Elkins Scholarship
Visual Arts Committee Competition
Vocational Agriculture Education Fund
Volunteer Human Resource Scholarship
Volunteer of the Year Torch of Service Scholarship Award
Fredrick Bickford Vreeland Scholarship
Fred Smith Vreeland Scholarship
Helen Bickford Vreeland Endowment Fund
Frankie Wade & T. Robert Hill Scholarship
Tom and Patti Wade Scholarship Endowment
Dwight R. and Kate Reagan Wade College Scholars
The Wagner Scholarship
George A. Wagener Graduate Scholarship in Business
Fred Collins Walker Scholarship
Robert B. Wallace Memorial
Professor James G. Walls Geology Award
Walker, Lansden, Dortch & Davis Scholarship
Herbert S. Walters Scholarship
Dean Frank R. Ward Memorial Scholarship
Burchfield Burridge Warner Graduate...
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Early Childhood Education Teacher Licensure 123
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Progression 103
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Licensure 103
Mathematics Education 190
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